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A bstract
A two dimensional, vertically averaged, hydrodynam ic m athem atical model on 
an adaptive boundary fitted grid is developed. This model addresses numerous 
drawbacks in the traditional finite difference models and incorporates such features 
as moving boundaries due to tidal incursion, and the ability to resolve irregular 
coastline geometries. A semi-implicit finite difference scheme is developed in order 
to  overcome tim e step restrictions due to the gravity wave stability criterion. An 
eulerian-lagrangian formulation is used to solve the hydrodynam ic equations on 
unsteady grid systems. The model is applied to study circulation features in Lake 
P ontchartrain  (a m edium  sized physical system ) and to the Bayou Chitigue channel 
pond system (a very small physical system ), to dem onstrate its ability to model 
systems of varying sizes and shapes.
C hapter 1
In trod u ction
T he coastal areas of the world are thickly populated, and rely a great deal on 
the  resources available there. The coastal wetlands of Louisiana, in particu lar are 
an extrem ely valuable natural resource in term s of fisheries and m ineral deposits. 
E xploitation of these resources w ithout regard to environm ental consequences has 
resulted in the  deterioration of these wetlands. It is estim ated th a t nearly 50 square 
miles of wetlands are lost every year, resulting in the  loss of hab ita t for plants and 
animals.
M arshes can be broadly classified into three categories based on the type of 
vegetation present. These are saltw ater marshes, brackish marshes and freshwater 
marshes. This classification is based on the am bient salinity the vegetation can 
tolerate, with saltw ater marshes tolerating large values of salinity and freshwater 
m arshes tolerating very low values of salinity. W etlands, in general, and Louisiana 
wetlands in particular, are characterized by the presence of small ponds dotted 
am ongst the m arsh vegetation, and it is often difficult to dem arcate land water 
interfaces. These small ponds are extrem ely shallow and are connected by a m yriad 
of small and large channels; some natural and others m an made, A com bination 
of natura l and human activity has resulted in the deterioration of these marshes. 
One of the m any reasons is the change in salinity caused by the construction of 
canals for oil and gas operations. These fluctuations in salinity result in the  demise 
of surrounding vegetation, which in turn  results in increased soil erosion. One of
2the im portant factors contributing to  vegetation loss is the duration of exposure of 
these plants to salinity changes. These fluctuations in salinity can be a ttribu ted  
to several physical phenom ena such as tides, winds and increased discharge due to 
floods. The long term  effects are generally due to  tidal fluctuations. A lthough, these 
plants can endure sharp fluctuations in salinity for a short period of tim e, prolonged 
exposure affects them  in an adverse fashion, and ultim ately results in the ir death. 
Thus the duration of inundation is an im portant factor affecting these plants W ith 
an increase in environm ental awareness in the past few years, efforts are underway 
to  preserve wetlands. This has prom pted a  deep interest in the study of coastal 
processes such as coastal circulation, sediment transport, pollutant transport and 
hurricane storm  surges.
N atural processes occurring in the coastal zone are governed by certain physical 
laws. Based on these laws it is possible to develop models which can forecast the 
im pact of various natural phenom ena on the coastal zone. In general, such models 
can be broadly classified as 1) physical models and 2) m athem atical models. The 
physical models are scaled down versions of the actual areas modeled. These models 
are extrem ely complicated to fabricate and are very expensive in term s of both 
cost and manpower. Such modeling efforts are undertaken by only a few research 
centers around the world. W ith the advent of digital com puters, the m athem atical 
model has gained much popularity as a predictive tool. The prim ary reason being 
th a t these models are extrem ely flexible and cost effective, and for most studies, a 
physical model is not required.
Over the past two decades, a  num ber of m athem atical models have been devel­
oped to model various water bodies around the world. The essential com ponents of 
a m athem atical model are the governing equations of mass, m om entum , sedim ent
3transport, pollu tan t transport etc. Depending on the physical phenom ena modeled, 
some or all of the above components are used in the formulation of the model. The 
governing equations along with appropriate boundary conditions, are then  solved 
by any of a  num ber of available numerical techniques such as finite difference, finite 
elem ent, boundary elem ent, and boundary fitted coordinate m ethod. Two of the 
more popular techniques used in the past are the finite difference and the finite 
elem ent methods.
T he finite difference techniques have enjoyed greater popularity due to their 
simplicity and rigorous m athem atical basis regarding stability, consistency and con­
vergence properties. The m ajor drawback of this m ethod is the inadequate repre­
sentation of the irregular physical boundary. Conventional finite difference schemes 
approxim ate the irregular boundary in a ‘stair case’ fashion. This results in errors 
in the prescription of the boundary conditions, and thus induces errors in model 
predictions.
Investigators recognizing the above deficiencies of the finite difference m ethod 
started  using the finite elem ent method. This m ethod is capable of trea ting  irreg­
ular physical domains. The main disadvantage of this m ethod lies in its inherent 
com plexity in problem formulation, and com puter im plem entation. The o ther disad­
vantage is a poor understanding of such im portant factors as stability, convergence 
and the consistency of the solution algorithms.
Most of the numerical models developed, have concentrated prim arily on large 
open w ater bodies. M athem atical modelling of wetlands has largely been ignored 
due to  their inherent complexity in term s of very small area, very shallow depths, 
and very com plicated physical shapes. The traditional finite difference and finite 
elem ent models are unable to trea t these complexities in an efficient way.
*
4A recent technique, which is gaining popularity especially in the field of com pu­
tational aerodynamics, is the boundary fitted coordinate m ethod. In this m ethod, 
the irregular physical domain is m apped on to a  rectangular com putational domain. 
The governing equations of the model are also transform ed to the com putational 
dom ain, and traditional finite difference techniques can then be used to solve model 
equations. Using an adaptive version of this m ethod, it is possible to concentrate 
grid lines in areas displaying high gradients of velocity, pressure etc., and thus elim­
inate the  use of nested com putational grids in the model. It is also possible to 
incorporate moving boundaries into this method. The boundary fitted coordinate 
m ethod thus combines the advantages of both finite difference and finite element 
m ethods and is thus ideally suited for modelling flows in regions of arb itrary  shape.
1.1 O bjectives and scope of the study
The objective and scope of the present study are:
1. Develop a two dimensional vertically integrated hydrodynam ic model to  study 
flow properties in physical regions of arb itrary  shape.
2. Incorporate the ability to handle moving boundaries, by dynam ically coupling 
a grid generator with the hydrodynam ic model.
3. Incorporate the ability to  handle very small and shallow physical regions.
4. Develop a  semi implicit discretization scheme to remove gravity wave stability 
criteria, and to m athem atically analyze its stability properties.
5. Compare the model with existing analytical solutions.
56. Im plem ent the model to study flow patterns in a  medium sized water body 
(Lake Pontchartrain) and a very small scale water body (Bayou Chitigue).
1.2 Arrangement of this report
In chapter 2, a  brief review of literature on two dimensional models is presented. 
The drawbacks of the current sta te  of the a rt in term s of applicability to wetland 
hydrodynam ics problems is also discussed
In chapter 3 the m athem atical model is described in detail. Discussions include 
the grid generation method, the hydrodynamic model, and the coupling between 
the hydrodynam ic model and the grid generator to  obtain a  versatile model capable 
of handling moving boundaries in a  continuous manner.
In chapter 4, the model is tested by comparing it with analytical solutions.
In chapter 5, the model is im plem ented to  study flow patterns in Lake Pontchar­
train  and Bayou Chitigue.
#
C hapter 2
L iterature Survey
The use of numerical models in hydrodynamics has become increasingly popular 
in recent years. This is partly a ttribu ted  to increasing environm ental concerns 
and the  rapid advancement and availability of com puter hardware and software. 
This has resulted in easy to  use numerical models and a class of model users has 
emerged distinct from model makers. We presently enjoy an array of packaged 
models intended for various hydrodynam ic uses with sophisticated user interfaces 
and anticipate the development and distribution of increasingly complex models.
The fundam ental equations governing the flow of fluids have been known for 
some tim e. Basically, we m ust deal with the conservation equations of mass and 
m om entum , modified to reflect the hydrostatic and Boussinesq assumptions; in more 
difficult cases, these are coupled via an equation of s ta te  to conservation equations 
for heat, salt and possibly w ater quality components. Our confidence in the validity 
of these equations, rests on their basis in first principles, with only the turbulent 
exchanges treated  in an em pirical fashion. These equations are highly nonlinear and 
in general, detailed analytical solutions for complex systems with arb itrary  initial 
and boundary conditions are not possible and one m ust resort to  some approxim ate 
solution which can, in principle be refined to an arb itrary  precision.
Based on the num ber of spatial dimensions used, numerical models can be 
broadly classified as one dimensional (1-D), two dimensional (2-D) or three dim en­
sional (3-D) models. These models can be either unsteady or steady s ta te  models
6
r
7depending on whether tim e variations of the hydrodynam ic variables are included 
or not. In general, unsteady models are used except for very simple engineering 
designs-such as drainage ditches, and culverts.
One dimensional models are generally used to study long narrow water bod­
ies such as rivers, channels, and straits where lateral and vertical variations of 
flow properties are not im portant. The im portance of 1-D models cannot be over­
looked, as for a  num ber situations such as channel design, river stage forecasting 
etc., these models perform reasonably well. Several U.S. agencies like the W ater­
ways Experim ent Station (W E S ), United States Geological Survey (USGS), Coastal 
Engineering Research Center (CERC) etc. offer models for public use. Reviews of 
the capabilities of these models have been contributed by Thom as (1979), Feldman 
(1981) and Fread (1982).
Three dimensional models are used to study detailed flow properties in all three 
spatial directions. In general, 3-D models are com putationally very expensive to  
run, and typically require large am ounts of field da ta  for calibration. In general 3-D 
models require about 10 times the com putational effort of 2-D models and powerful 
super com puters are required to run these models. The enhanced cost associated 
with these models precludes their use for medium scale engineering projects.
Based on cost effectiveness, ease of use and good detailed flow descriptions, 
2-D models have become very popular with engineers and scientists. A brief review 
of existing literature on 2-D models is given below.
82.1 R eview  of 2-D models
Two dimensional models are generally used to study w ater bodies w ith large 
surface area or very deep narrow channels where vertical variation of flow variables is 
im portant. Depth integrated models are the most popular 2-D models for studying 
flow patterns in the  X-Y plane. Based on the type of solution m ethod used 2- 
D models can be classified into finite elem ent (FE) models, finite difference (FD) 
models and models using the boundary fitted coordinate m ethod (BFC).
2.1.1 Finite element models
Finite element models use the integral form of the governing equations solved 
on triangular or quadrilateral grids. The procedure consists of choosing a  trial 
solution, and minimizing the residuals over the entire domain. The FE  elements 
are generally linear and this results in a  set of algebraic equations which are then 
solved by either direct or iterative methods. A num ber of FE  m ethods have been 
reported in the literature. Grotkop (1973) calculated the oscillation of the N orth Sea 
due to  the semi- diurnal tide. This analysis employed the finite elem ent Galerkin 
technique in both space and time. This m ethod has been found to be extrem ely 
tim e consuming (Nihoul 1976). Implicit finite element schemes for nonlinear models 
have been applied by Wang and Connor (1975) to study the G reat Bay Estuary in 
New Hampshire. The main advantage of the finite element technique over the  finite 
difference m ethod is the ability to describe the bathym etry and lateral topography 
more accurately, bu t the technique has been found to be inefficient for transien t 
problems (P inder and Gray (1977)). For a  steady state  problem , the efficiency of the 
finite elem ent m ethod is comparable to the finite difference m ethod. Hence, some
9investigators have used the Fourier transform  m ethod to  transform  the transient 
equations into tim e independent forms and then apply the finite elem ent technique 
(P inder and Gray (1977)). The disadvantages of the FE m ethod are th a t they 
are difficult to form ulate and are com putationally very expensive to  solve. This is 
because the resulting algebraic equations are not sparse and efficient sparse m atrix 
algorithm s cannot be used to solve them . The m athem atical tools for analysis of 
stability, consistency and convergence of the FE m ethod for transient problems are 
yet to be developed. In spite of these drawbacks FE m ethods are used because of 
their ability to represent arb itrary  geometries accurately.
2.1.2 Finite difference methods
The FD m ethod is very popular with modelers because of its ease of use, rig­
orous m athem atical basis, and lower com putational overhead. The FD m ethod 
typically consists of discretization of the governing equations on rectangular grids. 
The difference equations are then solved to obtain the spatial and tem poral varia­
tions of the flow variables.
T he finite difference m ethod can be broadly classified into two categories: (1) 
direct m ethods and (2) characteristics m ethod (Amein and Fang 1969). These 
categories are further classified into explicit and implicit m ethods. Each m ethod 
has m any variations depending on exactly how the partial differential equations 
are transform ed into the finite difference analogues. Explicit direct and im plicit 
direct m ethods are most common in tidal and storm  surge models. For the sake of 
convenience, they are referred to as explicit and im plicit methods in this study.
4
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A characteristic method is suitable for tracing the disturbance of waves or the 
movement of fluid constituents . It requires some form of interm ediate transform a­
tion when the solutions are required a t fixed locations.
The explicit m ethod has been used quite often for shallow w ater simulations 
(Fischer (1965), Gates (1966), Reid and Bodine (1968), M atthews and Mungall 
(1972)). M urty (1984) presents a review of various versions of the explicit method. 
The com putations involved in this m ethod are straightforward in th a t the unknown 
quantities a t every grid point are solved for based on known values at the previous 
tim e step. M atrix inversion for solving a  system  of simultaneous equations is thus 
avoided. However, the tim e step used in this m ethod is restricted by the gravity wave 
stability  criterion also known as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) criterion. This 
criterion states th a t no combination of signals can travel more than  one grid point 
during a tim e step (Crowley (1970)). The stability analyses are generally performed 
on linearized versions of the equations as it is very difficult to perform such analyses 
on nonlinear equations. The stability criterion is given by A t  = A s / y / 2 g H  where 
A t  is the allowable tim e step, A s  is the minimum grid- spacing, g is the  acceleration 
due to  gravity, and H is the maximum w ater depth. The ratio  ( A t ) \ / 2 g H j A s  is 
term ed the  Courant number.
By using an implicit m ethod, unknowns in the finite difference equations are 
expressed in term s of other unknown values. Together with boundary conditions, 
a set of algebraic equations is solved to evaluate those related unknowns a t one 
time. The tim e step is lim ited not by the stringent Courant stability  criterion, but 
by accuracy considerations. An implicit m ethod requires more com puter storage 
than an explicit method. The com putation tim e per tim e step is also greater for 
the im plicit m ethod if the same tim e step is used for both methods. However, the
¥
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im plicit m ethod perm its a larger tim e step in the com putations. Consequently the 
to tal com putation tim e can be considerably reduced if an im plicit m ethod is used 
with a larger tim e step. In this case, the phase error associated with the im plicit 
m ethod should be taken into consideration (Leendertse (1967)).
According to the experience of some investigators (D iprim a and Rogers (1969), 
W eare (1976) ), the im plicit m ethod when applied to non linear system s, is, in 
general, not free from stability  problems. The choice of an im plicit or explicit 
m ethod depends on the nature of the problem solved, and also on the availability 
of com puter resources.
A two dimensional model can be either vertically integrated or transversely 
integrated depending on the physics of the problem. A vertically averaged model 
calculates w ater movements on the horizontal X- and Y- directions. The currents 
in oceans or coastal areas are usually calculated through this type of a  model. A 
transversely averaged model calculates flows in the X- and Z- directions. It can be 
used for calculating flows in estuaries where no significant variations in the current 
occur in the lateral direction. This is typically the case in long narrow estuaries. 
The velocities in both X- and Y- directions have to be considered if the estuarine 
geom etry is broad.
W hen the im plicit method is applied to a one dimensional flow with N grid 
points, a set of N simultaneous arithm etic equations have to be solved a t every 
tim e step. For a  two dimensional problem with M by N grid points, a  set of (M X 
N) equations have to be solved a t every tim e step. In a real problem , a  significant 
am ount of com puter memory is required to store several (M X N) m atrices where M 
and N are of the order of a hundred. Clearly, this is an enormous task requiring a lot 
of com putation time. In order to overcome this problem, Peaceman and Rachford
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(1955) proposed the  alternating-direction-im plicit (ADI) m ethod. This m ethod is 
related to  th a t developed by Douglas (1955) for solving the two dimensional heat 
equation.
In the ADI m ethod, a com putational interval is divided into two half tim e 
steps. In the first half tim e step, com putations are carried out row by row. A set 
of N sim ultaneous equations are solved to evaluate the N unknowns a t each row. 
All unknowns are lim ited to the same row. Unknown term s in the other rows are 
substitu ted  by their corresponding known values obtained a t a  previous tim e step. 
In the  next half tim e step, similar operations are carried out column by column. 
Gustafsson (1971) applied the ADI m ethod to solve the equations of a shallow w ater 
problem. Weare (1976) pointed out the disadvantage of using an ADI m ethod due 
to  increased truncation errors resulting from the tim e splitting of the  difference 
equations, especially when modelling irregular geometries.
Many vertically integrated, two dimensional, numerical models have been de­
veloped. Some of them  have simplified the problem by ignoring one or more term s 
in the governing equations. Some of the models have used linearized equations 
(Heaps (1969)). If the  advective term s are included, the equations become nonlin­
ear and the com putations become more troublesome. The role of nonlinear term s 
in the  numerical instability has been of great interest to many investigators (Moe, 
M athison and Hodgins (1978)). Nonlinear term s cannot be neglected in studying 
the gyre structures induced by circulations and hence these term s are retained in 
the present study.
The work of Leendertse (1967) constituted an im portant landm ark for the 
modeling of two dimensional flows due to the fact th a t the model allowed a relatively 
large tim e step for sim ulations by using the implicit m ethod. T he au thor’s claim
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th a t the model is unconditionally stable has a ttrac ted  much atten tion . Leendertse 
extended this model to perform water quality simulations. Hess and W hite (1974) 
applied it to N arragansett Bay. Tee (1976) used a  sim ilar model including the  effect 
of eddy viscosity. Blum berg (1977a) applied a  similar model to Chesapeake Bay. 
Stelling (1984) improved the stability of Leendertse’s m ethod by using an angled 
derivative approach to discretize the advection term .
In some cases, a  high density network is required a t local areas either to  supply 
detailed results or to  include im portant inform ation, while a coarse network may 
suffice in other areas. Such a model is used by the Federal Emergency M anagem ent 
Agency (FEM A) for calculating coastal flooding due to storm  surges. A model 
with varied grid spacings (Bryan (1966), A bbott et. al. (1973)) may save some 
com putation tim e without losing im portant features a t local areas. B utler (1978b, 
1978c) used a coordinate transform ation in the form of a piecewise exponential 
stretch to obtain a smoothly varying grid system. The grid spacing varied from 
150 ft to  900 ft for the Coos Bay Inlets model and from 604 m to 2,583 m for the 
Galveston Bay model. Pinder and Gray (1977) pointed out th a t the finite difference 
approxim ation is correct to the first order for a  model with varied grid spacing and 
to the second order for an equally spaced grid.
2.1.3 Moving boundary models
Several numerical models for sim ulating moving boundaries have been proposed 
in the past. Most of them  have used the FD technique and FE technique with fixed 
or deforming grids. The fixed grid technique usually treats the moving boundary 
by turning cells on or off at the boundary. The cells are considered flooded, and 
turned  on, if the neighboring w ater depths are positive, and dry, and turned off,
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if the  neighboring w ater depths are negative. The cells are either fully flooded or 
fully dry. If large errors are to be avoided, a  very fine mesh spacing m ust be used 
near the boundary. F lather and Heaps (1975) used the  above technique to model 
tidal inundations in Morecombe Bay. The impulsive filling of grid cells results in 
the violation of the continuity equation and may result in possible instabilities.
Reid and Bodine (1968) used a weir type formulation near the closed boundary 
to model transient storm  surges in Galveston Bay, Texas. They om itted both the 
nonlinear advection term s and coriolis term s in the governing equations and devel­
oped a FD model based on the linearized equations of motion. The bathym etry  
was represented in a  stair-step fashion and a grid cell was allowed to flood if the 
neighboring grid cells were flooded. The actual mechanism of the flooding of a  grid 
cell was achieved by using em pirical weir formulas. A num ber of em pirical coeffi­
cients are used which were determ ined by comparing model results with field data. 
A disadvantage of such a  m ethod is tha t continuous boundary movements cannot 
be modeled.
Yeh and Chou (1979) developed a  nonlinear explicit FD model to sim ulate 
storm  surges in a  fixed grid system. The boundary between land and water was 
sim ulated as a discrete moving boundary. The boundary moved in discrete jum ps, 
advancing or retreating according to the rise or recession of the surge level. During 
the rising surge, a  grid point is added if the surge elevation of neighboring points is 
above the base elevation. During the recession of the surge grid cells are removed 
if the to tal water depth falls below a preset level. They com pared the model with 
field da ta  and also with a  similar numerical model which used a fixed vertical wall 
a t the closed boundary. The fixed boundary over predicted the surge levels by as 
much as 30 percent.
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H irt and Nichols (1981) proposed a  particle in cell m ethod FD scheme to sim­
ulate moving boundaries. They called this method the volume of fluid (VOF) tech­
nique. According to this technique, a step function is used to denote the volume 
of fluid in a  given cell. The value of the step function is zero if the  cell is dry and 
one if the  cell is flooded. Cells with a  value of the step function between zero and 
one m ust now contain the free boundary. The location of the  free boundary is then 
determ ined using the value of the step function and the normal to  the boundary. 
The resulting equations are solved using an iterative technique. The model was ap­
plied to  the dam break problem, the undular bore problem and the breaking bore 
problem. They reported good agreement with experim ental results.
Benque et al., (1982) developed a  FD numerical model with the  inclusion of the 
tidal flat using the m ethod of fractional steps. They split the  vertically integrated 
shallow w ater equations into three steps, which are advection, diffusion and prop­
agation, A different numerical scheme was used for each step. The dry land was 
assumed to  be covered with a thin layer of water and the flow was assumed to be 
governed by bottom  friction. The actual movement of the boundary was assumed 
to  take place during the propagation step, which was represented by a  resistance 
equation. They reported th a t the treatm ent of the moving boundary in this m an­
ner violated the continuity equation slightly. They applied the model to  the River 
Canche estuary system in France and reported good agreement with field data.
Lynch and Gray (1980) outlined a  general technique whereby a moving bound­
ary can be trea ted  by a FE eulerian method. They chose the FE  basis functions 
as functions of tim e so tha t FE  boundaries track the moving boundary. They al­
lowed only the  boundary elements to move and kept the rest of the com putational 
dom ain fixed. This then induces elements with larger area near the boundary thus
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increasing the  truncation error of the numerical scheme. They also pointed out tha t 
deforming elements m ight result in highly skewed meshes which m ight cause sta­
bility problems. They applied the model to simulate run up of waves on beaches. 
They treated  only rectangular geometries and did not report any sim ulations on 
arbitrarily  shaped physical regions.
Gopalakrishnan and Tung (1983) described a one dimensional FE long wave 
run up model. The moving shoreline was handled by allowing the shoreline elem ent 
to deform so th a t the beach node always tracked the shoreline. A mechanism was 
provided by which if the elem ent became too stretched it split into two elements. 
The elem ent containing the shoreline node was allowed to deform but the  other 
new elem ent created remained fixed. They showed graphically the  details of the 
run up process but did not show the run down process. It should be noted th a t this 
technique cannot be easily extended to  two dimensions.
2.2 Summary
All the numerical models developed so far have been used mostly to model 
m edium  to large scale water bodies. The modelling of wetland hydrodynam ics has 
largely been ignored, because of the complicated nature of the wetlands terrain . The 
unique characteristics of wetlands require m athem atical models capable of treating 
some very specific flow conditions generally not encountered in modelling of large 
w ater bodies. These are:
1. Ability to handle very shallow flow regimes.
2. A ccurate trea tm ent of moving boundaries is essential to study the periodic 
inundation of vegetation surrounding small ponds.
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3. Ability to use large tim e steps so th a t com putational tim es can be minimized.
In general existing finite element and finite difference models do not possess all the 
above m entioned capabilities.
C hapter 3 
M ethodology
3.1 Introduction
A literature survey in the preceding chapter indicates the  following deficiencies 
in the finite element and finite difference methods : 1) The finite elem ent m ethod, 
although capable of handling irregular boundaries, is very com plicated to  form ulate 
and the  theoretical aspects regarding stability, convergence, etc., for transien t prob­
lems have not been investigated fully. 2) The traditional finite difference m ethod, 
which uses a rectangular grid, is not capable of handling irregular shorelines result­
ing in possible errors in the simulation. The m ethod also handles moving boundaries 
due to coastal flooding rather poorly. 3) A nested finite difference m ust be used in 
areas where large flow gradients are encountered. This requires an in tim ate knowl­
edge of the  flow structure in the region being modeled. Nesting may also cause wave 
reflection at the coarse-fine grid interface. A nested model also requires additional 
com puter overhead in term s of processor tim e and memory.
T he above disadvantages of the traditional m ethods have prom pted an inves­
tigation of alternative m ethods free from these problems. A relatively new m ethod 
which is gaining popularity in the area of Com putational Aerodynamics is the 
Boundary F itted  Coordinate (BFC) method developed by Thom pson (1977). In 
this m ethod, an irregular region is m apped on to a rectangular com putational do­
main. This is accomplished by solving two elliptic partial differential equations
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w ith the  cartesian coordinates representing the irregular boundary, as Dirichlet 
boundary conditions. The governing flow equations comprising the continuity and 
the  two m om entum  equations, and the appropriate boundary conditions, are also 
transform ed into the rectangular com putational domain. The boundary conditions 
are now prescribed on rectangular boundaries of the com putational domain. The 
transform ed flow equations in the com putational dom ain are solved using finite 
difference techniques.
Using this m ethod it is possible to incorporate moving boundaries, by keeping 
track of the leading edge of the wave at the boundary and moving the  boundary 
such th a t the  boundary always conforms to the leading edge of the wave. It is also 
possible to incorporate islands and other obstacles in the flow region.
A nother feature of the BFC m ethod is the capability of incorporating adaptive 
gridding. In adaptive gridding, it is possible to concentrate grid points in regions of 
high flow gradient. The adaptive grid generator is coupled with the flow equations, 
and moves grid points where flow gradients exist. This feature makes the use of 
nested grids unnecessary, and thus saves com puter time. The BFC m ethod and the 
hydrodynam ic model are described in detail in the following sections.
3.2 Boundary fitted coordinate m ethod
T he boundary fitted coordinate (BFC) m ethod consists of generating com pu­
ta tional grids in arbitrary  domains. The m ethods employed to achieve this are 
either analytical, like conformal mapping, or more commonly, numerical. A nalyti­
cal m ethods such as conformal m apping work only when the physical regions can 
be described by regular euclidean shapes. In general, it is very difficult to obtain
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Figure 3.1: (a) An irregular physical domain (b) The corresponding transform ation 
into a  com putational domain
<
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conformal modules for arbitrary  regions. Thus, one is forced to  use some numerical 
grid generation technique to generate grids in arbitrary  regions. A lthough there are 
a num ber of ways to generate grids, we restrict our discussion to the m ethods used 
in this report.
In general a  transform ation from a physical space (x,y) to  a com putational 
space (£ ,rf ) can be expressed by the vector-valued function ;
Z{x,y)
T}{x,y)
The Jacobian of the transform ation is
h  =
 ^ Vx Vy j
The inverse transform ation of equation (3.1) can be w ritten as
ar(£
y{£
,n)\
, y ) J
The Jacobian m atrix  for the above inverse transform ation is
J i  =
I  \
\  yt Vv
T he  determ inant of the above Jacobian is
J\ =  x (yn -  x„yt
The m atrices of the Jacobians in equations (3.2) and (3.4) are related by
- l
m  = ( h )
which gives the relationship
j
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
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V  = - ^Vx J  
x t
Vy = T
T he partial derivatives for a sufficiently differentiable function g are then obtained 
by use of the  chain rule of differentiation :
^  (3.8)
{x t9v ~  xv9()
9» =  J--------
The transform ation from an arbitrary  physical space to a rectangular com pu­
ta tional space is one to one if the Jacobian of the transform ation is non zero. The 
proof is described by M astin and Thompson (1978) and hence will not be repeated 
here.
Numerical grid generation m ethods can be broadly classified into two cate­
gories: 1 ) Algebraic grid generators and 2) Partial differential equations based grid 
generators.
3.2.1 Algebraic grid generators
Algebraic grid generation is basically an interpolation between boundaries or 
between interm ediate surfaces. The interior grid points are generated by in ter­
polating from known distribution of coordinate points on the boundaries. The 
interpolation functions are generally polynomials of varying degree or splines.
T he main advantages of algebraic grid generators is their inherent speed in 
generating grids. Algebraic procedures also allow explicit control of grid point dis­
tribution. The main disadvantages of algebraic methods is their inability to generate
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sm ooth grids. Smooth grids are essential as the truncation error of finite difference 
expressions decrease with increase in grid smoothness. A nother disadvantage of 
algebraic m ethods is th a t they do not guarantee a  one to one m apping for arbi­
trary  regions. Algebraic m ethods have been known to  fail when applied to concave 
physical regions. The most popular algebraic grid generator is the transfinite inter­
polation. Transfinite interpolation involves interpolation among functions defined 
along curves or surfaces, rather than among point values, and thus m atches the 
function a t a nondenum erable num ber of points. The nondenum erable aspect of 
transfinite interpolation comes from the possible infinity of points defining general 
boundaries as compared to a  tensor product structu re (i.e., product of projectors) 
th a t uses only corner inform ation and, is therefore finite. In actual applications, 
however, these functions can be defined by piecewise linear functions. In higher 
dimensions, this interpolation can be expressed as a  boolean sum  of univariate pro­
jections. These functions can specify the values of the variables on the curve surface. 
It is also possible to specify derivatives on the  curve surfaces, which can then be 
used to  control the orthogonality of the grid lines near the curve surfaces.
T he transfinite interpolation is used in this study to  generate prelim inary grids 
which act as initial conditions for the elliptic grid generator to be described in a  later 
section. T he transfinite m ethod is described below. For other ways of generating 
algebraic grids the reader is referred to Thom pson, et at. (1985).
3.2.1.1 Transfinite interpolation
The interior grid coordinates in two dimensions are obtained by linear in ter­
polation of boundary coordinates. The interior grid points Xij and j/,j are given
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Fig. (3.1) shows a  typical irregular region and the corresponding com putational 
region.
3.2.2 Partial differential equation based grid generators
The algebraic grid generators described in the previous section, although com­
putationally  fast, have certain drawbacks. These include, a  lack of guarantee of a 
one to  one m apping of the  physical domain to the com putational domain (negative 
jacobians are possible), and a lack of smoothness. In order to overcome the draw­
backs of algebraic grids, grid generators using partial differential equations (pde) 
were developed. The idea behind such m ethods is the use of pde’s as grid gener­
ation equations with the grid coordinates prescribed a t the boundaries acting as 
boundary conditions. The differential equations are generally nonlinear and hence 
an iterative m ethod m ust be used to solve them. Partial differential equation grid 
generators based on hyperbolic equations (Nicolet et al. (1982)), parabolic equa­
tions (Noack and Anderson(1990)) and elliptic equations (Thom pson e t al. (1985)) 
have been developed. Of all the pde based grid generators, the elliptic generator 
of Thom pson et al. (1985) is the most popular. This is because elliptic generators 
allow one to prescribe Dirichlet conditions all along the boundaries of the  physical 
dom ain. Due to the strong ellipticity of these equations, a  one to one m apping is
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guaranteed. In this study the elliptic grid generator is used to  generate grids and a 
brief description of this procedure is given below.
3.-2.2.1 Elliptic grid generator
The basic idea behind this m ethod is the transform ation of an irregular do­
main in physical space to a rectangular domain in com putational space. This is 
accomplished by solving two nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations (pde’s) 
with the Dirichlet boundary condition. The coordinate system so generated has 
one coordinate specified as a constant on the boundaries and the d istribution of the 
other specified along the boundaries. Regardless of the  shape of the  physical space 
all com putations are performed on a rectangular com putational space w ith bound­
ary conditions specified along the boundaries. A brief discussion of Thom pson’s 
m ethod is presented here for the sake of completeness; for more details, the reader 
is referred to Thompson et al. (1985). The elliptic generating system adopted by 
Thom pson consists of two Poisson’s equations given by :
fx* +  £yy = P { x t y) (3.10)
4* t]yy =  Q (x ,y ) (3.11)
with the boundary conditions as shown in Fig. (3.1) ,
i} = i](x,y) ,£ = constant onTj (3.12)
t) = y { x , y ) , £  = constant on l^
£ =  £(#,?/), y =  constant on T2  
£ =  £(x,y),T] = constant on I\t
*
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where Ti, T2 , T3 , and ^  are arcs which describe the outer boundary of the physical
domain. Since all com putations are to be performed on a  rectangular transform ed
plane, it is necessary to interchange the dependent and independent variables. Thus, 
equations (3.10) and (3.11) are given as
anXtf -  X{v -  7 ix w +  J 2(Pxs + Q x n) =  0  (3.13)
O i -  2/?i^„ -  7 1  y„n + J 2{PVi +  Qyv) = 0 (3.14)
where
J  =  Jacobian of the transform ation =  x^yr) — x vy% (3.15)
o j =  +  v$, 7i =  * | +  y'l (3.16)
The functions P and Q are known as control functions and are used as co­
ordinate controls in order to a ttrac t, repel or move coordinate lines to another 
coordinate line or a coordinate point. The following functional forms for P and Q 
as given by Thompson et al. (1985) were used.
P{£,V) = ( £ “ &)) exp(~c,|£  — &|) (3.17)
i=i
-  to ig n (l., (f -  & ))ex p (-d i0 f  -  & ) 2 +  {y -  Vi)2)
i=i
N
Q f o y )  =  — ".s ign ti., (t? — 77,)) e x p ( -C ito - j/ i |)  (3.18)
t=i
-  5 Z ( y  -  yi))exp{-diyj((,  -  £ , ) 2 +  ( t j  -  j/,-)3 )
t'=i
W here, the function sign(l,(£ — £,■)) returns the value 1  if the  value of (£ — £,) is 
greater than or equal to zero and - 1  if (£ -£,) is less than zero; a,- is the am plitude
*
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factor which controls the a ttraction  of £ or 77 line towards the corresponding or 77; 
line; 6 ; is the am plitude factor which controls the a ttraction  of a £ or 77 line towards 
a  point ( 77,); C{ is the decay factor which controls the decrease in a ttraction  of
a  £ or 77 line towards the corresponding & or 77,- line; d; is the decay factor which 
controls the decrease in a ttraction  of a £ or a 7/ line towards a  point ( 77,).
Although the  new system of equations is more complex, the boundary conditions 
are specified on straight boundaries and the coordinate spacings are uniform in the 
transform ed plane. These advantages outweigh any disadvantages arising from the 
com plexity of the  equations to  be solved. The generating system of equations (3.13) 
and (3.14) and the appropriate boundary conditions were discretized using central 
difference approxim ations and the  resulting equations were solved using a successive 
over-relaxation method. All com putations are m ade in a transform ed rectangular 
com putational domain. For details of finite difference representation of these grid 
generation equations the reader is referred to Thompson e t al. (1985). The partial 
derivatives of the governing flow equations are appropriately transform ed to the 
com putational domain using transform ation relations given by Thom pson et al. 
(1977). The boundary-fitted coordinate method was applied to represent three 
exam ple geometries: (1) a converging geometry, (2) a  circular region, and (3) a 
natural watershed located near Hastings, Nebraska. Fig. (3.2a) shows the grid 
in a  converging section, generated by the grid-generating system , and Fig. (3.2b) 
shows the transformed rectangular com putational grid. In order to test the validity 
of the m ethod, the inverse transform ation of the transformed com putational grid 
was taken which exactly reproduced Fig. (3.2a). Following the same method, 
grids were generated in the circular region as shown in Fig. (3.3a) and the actual 
watershed, as shown in Fig. (3.4a). The corresponding transform ed rectangular
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Figure 3.2: (a) Grid generated in th e physical dom ain for converging section  (b)
T h e transform ed rectangular com putational dom ain
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F igure 3.3: (a) Grid generated in a  circular region connected  to  a rectangle (b) T he
transform ed rectangular com putational dom ain
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( b )
Figure 3.4: (a) Grid generated in the physical dom ain for a natural watershed lo­
cated  in H astings, Nebraska (b) T he transform ed rectangular com putational dom ain
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grids are displayed in Fig. (3.3b) and (3.4b). Again, the  m ethod was able to 
exactly reproduce the  original geometries.
3.2.3 Adaptive grid generator
A daptive grid generators can be either solution adaptive or boundary adaptive. 
In solution adaptive grid generators, the grid points are moved to  locations where 
there are large gradients of the solution. The philosophy behind such an approach 
is the fact th a t truncation errors of finite difference representations decrease with 
a  decrease in grid spacing. Thus, if there are large gradients in in the  solution in 
some regions of a grid, a  smaller grid spacing in such regions would more accurately 
represent the solution gradient. This enables the use of fewer grid points resulting 
in faster sim ulation tim es w ithout compromising accuracy. In boundary adaptive 
grid generators, the grid is regenerated a t every tim e step as the boundary moves. 
A com bination of the above is also possible where the grid is boundary adaptive 
as well as solution adaptive. Most of the popular adaptive grid schemes are based 
on some form of arc equidistribution. The concept of arc equidistribution is most 
easily explained by considering a one-dimensional exam ple. Let (x ,t) represent the 
physical coordinates and define coordinates in the com putational domain to  be 
( £ , t ) .  Furtherm ore, let the mesh spacing in the com putational domain be uniform 
with grid points unit distance apart. Let W (x,t) be a weight function and consider 
the grid law
x ( W  =  constant (3.19)
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with unit spacing in the com putational domain, this equidistribution law may be 
represented by the finite difference equation
A x W  =  constant (3.20)
If W is large, the mesh spacing in physical space is small and vice versa. The
weight function is normally w ritten as some function of the dependent variables
Grid construction is normally accomplished by solving a second-order differential
Solution of this equation yields mesh point positions in space. A disadvantage
and this induces errors in the finite difference solution. In order to overcome the 
above problem, Anderson (1986) converted the elliptic grid generator given by equa­
tions (3.13) and (3.14) to an adaptive grid generator. The grid control functions 
P(^)7/)) a°d  ' n equations (3.13) and (3.14) can be viewed as equidistribution
functions. The form for P(£,^)i and <s as given by Thomas and Middlecof
(1979) and are shown below.
and this provides the relationship between grid spacing and the calculated solution.
equation. In this setting, equation (3.19) is differentiated with respect to £ to obtain
(3.21)
of the above m ethod is tha t in two dimensions the grid generated is highly skewed
(3.22)
(3.23)
The relationship between <f>, ip and the weight function is given by
^ W x d t
1 d W x
(3.24)
1 d W 2 
^  ~  W2 dr}
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W ith the above representation of (f> and the elliptic grid generator given by 
equations (3.13) and (3.14) becomes an adaptive grid scheme. Some examples 
dem onstrating the capability of the above adaptive grid generating scheme are given 
below. T he first example is the diagonal problem. In this problem, a  function u is 
set equal to 1 in the upper diagonal region, and equal to zero in the lower diagonal 
region. This creates a gradient along the  diagonal, and the adaptive grid generator 
recognizes this, and clusters grid points along the gradient. The form of the  weight 
functions W\  and W 2 is shown below:
W1 =  l + / l | ^ | 2  (3.25)
W 2 = L + A \ ^ \ 2 (3.26)
T he converged grid in the physical plane is shown in Fig. (3.5). The com putational 
grid is ju st a square and is not shown here. The second exam ple is the  pill box 
problem. In this problem a function u on a unit square is set equal to  0 for radius 
values less than  0.15 and greater than 0.35, and was allowed to vary linearly from 
0 to  1 in between. The weight functions shown in equations (3.25) and (3.26) were
used for this example. The converged grid is shown in Fig. (3.6). The above
exam ples show the capabilities of the adaptive grid generator to  sense gradients in 
the solution, and cluster grid lines in such locations.
3.2.3.1 Generation of patched grids
For very complicated domains, a transform ation to a single rectangular domain 
is impossible. To overcome this problem, the com putational domain is split into 
different zones, each of which is transform ed to a  logical rectangle. The coordinates 
a t the  zonal interfaces are smoothed in order to  avoid discontinuity in the grid
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Figure 3.5: A daptive grid for the diagonal problem using the elliptic grid generator, 
41 X 41 mesh, A=3.0, B=3,0
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Figure 3.6: A daptive grid for a pill box problem using the elliptic grid generator, 
41 X 41 mesh, A=10.0, B=10.0
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Figure 3.7: (a) Splitting of the physical domain into different zones for Lake 
Pontchartrain  (b) The transform ed rectangular com putational domain
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lines. An exam ple domain for Lake Pontchartrain is shown in Fig. (3.7). The Lake 
system  is split into four subdomains, and each of these subdom ains is m apped on 
to a  logical rectangle in the com putational domain.
3.3 Hydrodynamic model
The grid generator described in the previous section is purely an abstract m ath ­
em atical technique to generate meshes in arb itrary  regions. If a pure eulerian de­
scription of fluid motion is used, the grid generator and the hydrodynam ic model 
are essentially decoupled. The grid is generated once a t the beginning of the sim­
ulation and is not altered during the rem ainder of the  sim ulation. In the present 
model, however, an eulerian-lagrangian concept is used to describe the fluid motion. 
In an eulerian-lagrangian description of fluid motion, the grid moves in tim e due 
to either local changes in field variables (solution adaptive), or due to movement 
of the physical boundary. In either case, a  new grid m ust be generated a t every 
tim e step. T he coupling between the grid generator and the hydrodynam ic model 
is explicit in the sense tha t the grid param eters in term s of scale factors used in the 
hydrodynam ic model are taken a t a  previous tim e level. This is done in order to 
obtain a linear system of equations for which efficient solution m ethods exist. An 
im plicit coupling, on the other hand, would entail the solution of the grid genera­
tor along with the  hydrodynam ic equations resulting in the  solution of system s of 
nonlinear equations, which are very difficult and tim e consuming to  solve.
T he following sections describe the hydrodynam ic model and its interaction 
with the grid generator. An efficient coupling between the model and the grid
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generator results in a  versatile model capable of handling large distortions of the 
boundary.
3.3.1 Hydrodynamic equation in Cartesian Coordinates
The m athem atical equations describing flow in shallow w ater can be obtained 
by vertically integrating the  three dimensional Navier Stokes equation of fluid m o­
tion. Generally, it is assumed th a t the density of water over the depth is constant 
and the  vertical pressure variation is hydrostatic, thus leading to the following con­
tinuity  and m om entum  equations in a right-handed cartesian coordinate system. 
Continuity
( z ) t +  ( n H )x +  ( v H )y = 0 (3.27)
X -m om entum
(u )( +  u(u)x + v{u)y +  g(z)x -  f v  +  Tbx J 3X = 0 (3.28)
pJi
Y -m om entum
(u), -f u{v)x + v(v)y +  g(z )y +  f u  +  Uy ■ J ay =  0 (3.29)
pH
W here t is tim e, x  and y are the spatial coordinates, z ( x , y , t )  is the free surface 
elevation, u and v  are the depth averaged velocities in the x  and y direction, h is 
the  w ater depth. H  =  h +  z is the to tal w ater depth, g is the acceleration due to 
gravity, p is the density of water, /  is the coriolis param eter, rax and r3y are the 
wind shear stresses in the x  and y direction respectively, and Tf,x and Tby are the 
bottom  shear stresses in the x  and y direction. tj,x and Tf,y can be expressed as
Tbx =  % u V u 2 +  u2 (3.30)
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and
Tby =  ^ v V u 2 +  v 2  (3.31)
where C is the Chezy coefficient, which is related to the M anning’s coefficient n as 
H ■
C  = ----- (3.32)
n
3.3.2 Transformation of governing equations to curvilinear Coordinates
The continuity and m om entum  equations in Cartesian Coordinates are given 
by equations (3.27),(3.28) and (3.29). They are now transform ed to the curvilinear 
coordinate system by the following transform ation.
Consider a  continuous function g(x,  y). The partial derivatives of g(x,y) gx and 
gy are given by the chain rule of differentiation.
9x =  9i£,x +  ffri7?! 9y =  9i^y "b 9yTly (3.33)
where .t =  t/), y =  y(£, y)
Using the above relationships, equations (3.27)-(3.29) can be transform ed to 
C ontinuity
Zt + + 9 x { u H )  „ + i y { v H ) 4 +  T}y{vH)y =  0 (3.34)
(-m om entum
ut *f f/jif +  V u v +  glxZt +  gyxZy = f v  + T* (3.35)
7/-m om entum
Vt + Uvt +  V v v + + gyyZy =  - f u  +  T*  (3.36)
where U and V  are the contravariant velocity term s given by
U = u(,x +  v£v V  = uyx + vyy (3.37)
*
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T* and T n are the stress (surface and bottom ) in the £ and ij direction respectively, 
ft should be noted th a t the  above equations are in term s of both covariant and 
contravariant velocity. The covariant velocity vector is tangential to a  coordinate 
line, and the contravariant velocity is normal to a curvilinear coordinate surface. 
In an orthogonal coordinate system both the covariant and contravariant velocities 
are equal.
3.3.3 Characteristic analysis of the governing equations in curvilinear 
coordinate system.
Equations (3.34)~(3.36) form a  quasilinear system of hyperbolic differential 
equations. In order to determ ine a suitable semi-implicit discretization, where sta ­
bility is independent of the gravity wave stability criterion, the  characteristic cone 
of the  governing equation is analyzed. For this purpose, equations (3.34) to (3.36) 
are w ritten as follows
u t + Uut  +  Viir, +  gf,xzt + gijxzv = f v  + T* (3.38)
vt +  Uv( + V v v +  (j^yZ^ + g7]yZ„ = - f u  + T ” (3.39)
Zt + Uzt + Vz,, + H { u ^ x +  u„t}x -f v ^ y + VyTfy) =  -  V7i„ (3.40)
or, in m atrix  notation,
w t +  A ( w )w£ +  B(w)w^  =  D{w)  (3.41)
where w = (U,V, Z )  and
u 0 9tx
0 U Sty
Htx Uiy U
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B  =
V
0
0 ggx 
V  9Vv
[ H Vx H Vv V 
/  f v  + T* N
D = - f u  +  T n 
\  - U h € -  Vh„
If I  is the identity m atrix, the characteristic equation for equation (3.41) is 
given by
det (q l  +  r A  *f sB )  =  0 (3.42)
th a t is
(q + rU + sV0[(<7 +  rU + s V ) 2 -  gH[{r(y +  sqy)2 4- ( r fx +  sqx )2]] =  0 (3.43)
The triples (q , r, s) satisfying equation (3.43) are the directions normal to the charac­
teristic cone a t its vector (Forsyth and Wasow (I960)). Equation (3.43) decomposes 
into two equations
q + rU + s V  = 0 (3.44)
(q + rU + s V ) 2 -  gH[{r£y +  sqy)2 + (r£r +  sj/*)2] =  0  (3.45)
Hence, as shown in Fig. (3.8), the local characteristic cone with vertex in (£o, Vo, to) 
consists of the line through (£o,r?o, <o) parallel to  the vector (U, V, 1), and the cone 
whose equation is given by
[(£ -  6>) -  U(i -  «o)]2 +  [(q -  Vo) -  V ( t  -  tQ)]2 -  gH{t  -  to)2 = 0 (3.46)
On the cone surface, the gradient of the left hand side of equation (3.46) sat­
isfies equation (3.45). For more details on the derivation of the characteristic cone,
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Figure 3.8: Characteristic cone
see Abbot(1979). It can be seen from equation (3.45) th a t the first half of the 
characteristic cone depends only on the contravariant velocity U and K; the second 
half which is defined by equation (3.43), depends also on the celerity of the wave 
\ / g H .  It should also be noted th a t the term  gH  in equation (3.43) arises from 
the off-diagonal term  g£x , g£y, H£x and H£y from the m atrix  A and ggx , ggy, H gx 
and H g y from the m atrix B. They are the coefficients of and zy in equations 
(3.39) and (3.40) and uy, v$ , vv in equation (3.40). If the numerical m ethod 
is to be independent of the gravity wave stability criterion, these term s should be 
discretized in an im plicit manner.
*
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3.3.4 Transformation of hydrodynamic equations to a moving curvilin­
ear coordinate system
The governing equations of continuity and m om entum  in a cartesian coordinate 
system  (3.27),(3.28) and (3.29) are transform ed to  a  general curvilinear moving 
coordinate system. The details of these transform ations can be found in Thom pson 
e t al. (1985). 
Continuity
*I + + TItZr, +  ~ { U J H \  + = 0 <3-47)
(-m om entum
W J ) ,  + y , [ W  + + V x „ \  + (V + i),)((/x{ + Vx ,)n] (3.48)
+  i ,) (Vyt +  Vyn)t + (V  +  m)(U, f +  + 3- f z t
- S- J ‘n -  f W V  + a V )  -  (T"!iy,, -  T " % )  +  (y , ) , (U xt +  Vx„)
, w „  . , gn’ y / { r i '  + 2f)UV + aV"HJU)  „
- ( x t)n{Uyt +  V y n) +  s ^ ---------------------=  0
7/-momentum
( V J ) t +  xt[(U +  6 ) ( ^  +  V y n\  +  (V  + T,t)(Uyt +  V y v\ ]  (3.49)
-V tK U  +  6 ) ( f /* C +  +  {V + r,t){Uxf +  V x n\ ]  + 9- f z t
- g- j z n ~  f h v  + P V )  ~  (TW"x t  ~  TW*y<) + ( y t ) d u * t  +  Vx„)
5« y (7«a + 2 puv  +  a V 2)(JU)
-(x,)((f/®( +  Vx„) + ----- *  =  0
where
^ y ^ x m  rjt = xJ yi - y £ l  ^
u J
4
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x t ,yt = G rid  speed in the  physical domain
U =C ontravarian t velocity component normal to r) =constant line =  uy,>~vxn 
V  =C ontravariant velocity component normal to £ =constan t line =  
a  =  0  = 7 =  x \  +
x v, y^, and yn are scale factors.
It should be noted th a t the  above equations constitute the shallow w ater equation 
in a moving coordinate system. Although the grid moves in the physical (x ,y )  
dom ain, the  movement in the com putational (£, rj) domain is expressed through 
the scale factor (£(,77;)- If the grid speed is equal to zero then the motion is pure 
eulerian, else, if the grid speed is equal to the fluid velocity then the motion is pure 
lagrangian. In general, in order to avoid excessive grid movement, the grid speed is 
less than  the fluid velocity resulting in an eulerian-lagrangian formulation. In the 
present study the eulerian-lagrangian formulation is used. The details of obtaining 
the grid speeds and scale factors will be discussed in subsequent sections.
3.3.5 Boundary condition formulation
T he formulation of boundary conditions in curvilinear co-ordinate systems (for 
£ =  constant  boundary) for the hyperbolic case will be considered in this section. 
For this purpose, the shallow water equations w ritten in the form of equation (3.41) 
will be used. In order to analyze the boundary problem, the m atrix  A m ust be 
diagonalized. In order to accomplish this, the eigenvector m atrix  of A is used.
The eigenvalues of the m atrix A are,
£ / ,£ / -  iJgH  (£*2 +  £tf2) , U + y J g H  (£*2 +  £y2) (3.51)
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T he corresponding eigenvector m atrix of A is
S  = €y
1
0 (3.52)
» v f o + f )  -V ff1 + {:>
The m atrix  A is then diagonalized by the transform ation A =  (S'- 1 A 5) giving
A =
u  o o
o U + y /gH ( tx2 + t v2) 0
v 0  0  U - y / g H t f S + t f )
M ultiplying equation (3.41) by S we obtain
(3.53)
u}t + A =  F, u  =  S  u =  (i«/o,uji ,w 2 )
where
Wo — £y{u£y v£x)
(ex +e»)
u
(3.54)
+
( £ + « )  ( e + « ) v / f j
U z f g
"■+ =  T
2 "  2  u e + Q )  ( e + € * ) v ^ j
where the right hand side F does not influence the characteristic m atrix . Then the 
transform ation to the curvilinear co-ordinate system changes the tangential velocity 
com ponent of the covariant one and normal component of the contravariant one. 
For 0 <  U < yjgH(£% -f £jj), the m atrix A has two positive eigenvalues and hence 
two boundary conditions are needed a t an inflow boundary. For U < 0 the m atrix  A 
has only one positive eigenvalue and hence only one boundary condition should be 
supplied a t an outflow boundary. Thus based upon the  above analysis, the following
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form of boundary conditions should be used.
V  =  v \ , U  +  Cpz =  f i  on the inflow, £ =  constant boundary. (3.55)
U = u i , V  + Cgz =  gi on the inflow, tj =  constant boundary.
U — Cpz  =  f 2 on outflow, £ =  constant boundary. (3.56)
V  — Cqz  = g2 on outflow,?/ =  constant boundary.
where
=  +  and C< =  \ / f +  I*1) (3-57)
T he equation (3.57) is the radiation boundary condition which allows long waves 
to leave the model domain without reflection. In curvilinear co-ordinates, these 
boundary conditions may be w ritten as
U =  ± \ J j j ( £ x 2 -f £y2) for £ =  constant (3.58)
V = ± \ J j j ( t ] x2 +  7/y2) for i) =  constant (3.59)
On the solid walls of the boundary, the following boundary conditions may be used.
U — 0 on £ =  constant (3.60)
V  =  0 on g = constant
3.3.6 Moving boundary formulation
The moving boundary has the property tha t it can continuously move with 
tim e. Its movement is mainly controlled by the topography of the coastal region, 
the tidal am plitude, the water level associated with a  storm  surge, etc. Based on
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the Lagrangian description of fluid motion, the movement of a boundary can be 
expressed as
X ( t ) = X 0 + f* vbdt (3.61)
Jo
where X ( t ) is the location of the boundary at the tim e t, X q is the initial location, 
and vb is the  velocity of the boundary motion
In equations (3.47) to (3.50) it is seen th a t, in a moving coordinate system, 
the grid speed term s affect the water level elevation term  in the continuity equation 
and, in the m om entum  equations the advective term  is affected and a a source term  
is introduced. In order to obtain the boundary condition a t a moving boundary 
let us assume th a t the boundary, £ =  constant, is moving. At a moving boundary, 
the to ta l w ater depth H is assumed to be equal to  zero. A further condition which 
is necessarily true a t the moving boundary is th a t the velocity of the fluid a t the 
moving boundary is equal to the velocity of the grid. The above condition guar­
antees th a t the physical boundary is determ ined by the fluid envelope. The above 
boundary conditions then reduce to:
H  = z +  h = 0 (3.62)
For the covariant component of the velocity,
U — x t , V  =  y t (3.63)
and for the contravariant component of the velocity,
U  =  - 6 ,  V  = - r i t  (3.64)
The boundary velocities are obtained as follows. Expanding equation 3.47 we get
*  + + r,t*v + j ( V J ) H 6 + j ( V J ) H v + +  (K J)„ ) = 0 (3.65)
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Using equation 3.62 and 3.64 equation 3.64 becomes
zi =  +  mht, (3.66)
At a  £ =  constant boundary T]t  is assumed to be equal to zero. The above condition 
states th a t the £ =  constant boundary moves with a velocity equal to the  normal 
velocity and there is no tangential movement of the boundary. T he above assump­
tion is made in order to obtain grids which are not highly skewed at the boundary. 
At a  rj =  constant boundary, is assumed to be equal to zero. T he finite difference 
representation of the above boundary conditions will be dealt with in subsequent 
sections.
3.4 Finite difference formulation
The governing equations of continuity and m om entum  are given by the  equa­
tions (3.47) to  (3.50). These equations are nonlinear, and in general, analytical 
solutions are not available. Thus numerical techniques m ust be employed to solve 
these equations along with initial and boundary conditions. The governing equa­
tions are expressed in the com putational domain which is rectangular and hence 
finite difference techniques can be used to solve them . In order to solve the govern­
ing equations in the com putational domain, a grid system m ust be chosen and the 
governing equations m ust be discretized on this grid. DifFerent types of grid systems 
are possible from nonstaggered to fully staggered grids. In nonstaggered grids all 
the dependent variables are located a t all the grid points. The disadvantage of such 
a  system  is th a t the dependent variables may become spatially decoupled resulting 
in spurious oscillations Arakawa (1966). A fully staggered grid system  elim inates 
these oscillations and such a system is adopted in this study. The fully staggered
<r
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Figure 3.9: F inite difference grid showing the location of variables
grid w ith the  location of variables is shown in Fig. (3.9). The velocities are located 
a t cell faces, the  water level elevation is located a t the  cell center and the grid co­
ordinates are located a t cell vertices. The governing equations are then discretized 
on this staggered grid.
T he characteristic analysis performed in section (3.3.3) showed us th a t in order 
to remove the restrictive gravity wave stability  criterion the water level elevation 
term s (z) and the friction term  m ust be discretized in an im plicit m anner in the 
m om entum  equation and the velocity term s must discretized im plicitly in the con­
tinuity  equation. This then results in the  following discretization.
Continuity
= Z?j -  M M  + VtZ*]n (3.67)
6 At, A U J ) " . -  (UJ)n+1L . m ,
9 At,
(1 - 6)At
v
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1.J
£ - M omentum
=  (■j u ^ j  -  (*»[(u + + Vy ^ + (v +
-^ [ (^  + 6 ) ( ^  + v*i,)« + (v  + rit)(ux( + )"+i j.
gOa?.L . gOp” !■
I J + H r - n + l  _ n+11 I l _ J + H f ? n + l  I „ n + l  _  „ n + l  _  ? n + l  1 
j n  lz t + l . j  Zi,J J ' r  4 j n  I i j '+ l  t + l . j +1  z t + l , j - l J
* + 2  J
5 ( 1  - 0 )a" , .
 -  * « ]  ( 3 . 6 8 )
•+W 
i/(l - 0)5" ,  .
_j *+ » ’J [ - n  , n _  n _  n 1
4 J n t * .j+ i  ' z , + i j + i  i . j - i  * i + i , j - i J
*+£,j
+ [T “«1/, -  r “ % ] r+ i  i -  ( M i t ^  +  v % )  -  (*t)„(tf%  +
tj - M omentum
= ( J V ) h + i  -  M ( U + ( ‘W y t  + V»i)« + (V  + r,,)(U,ji + Vy,)„\
- ! / < l ( ^  +  { i H f ' - i ' t  +  V i j l t  +  ( K  +  f l i ) ( t / * {  +  V i , ) , ] ) ” , . , . !
o0 7 " , gQfi™ , i
 *'J + 2 [-"+! _  r n+1l 4- 1 f-"-H _L z n+1 — z " +1 — z ’l+1 .1 ( 3  691
J n  lZi , j + l  Zi , j  J +  4  Tn K + l . i +1  +  ^ + 1  j  ^ ' D y J
i j + £  >.J+ J
g( l - O h n Mi
Jn L2 «,J+1 Zl,jJ
<7(1 -  ^ " - a .1j  ''J+ 2 [~n  , n _  n _  n 1
4 J "  L *4-1 .j'4-1 ' »+l|J +  * i - l j J
' i i + |
+ [ r ^  -  3T«j/c]rj+ i -  ((»t),(^« + V xn) -  (xt)„(Uy( + Vy,))"i+1 
_ [9_ { ^ n l ^ u2 + m ] /  +  a V % ^ [JVyi^
- H P l j+^ j+h + ^ j+hv ^
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where,
■ _  yiXn-XtVn 
1 “  J
^   *tVC
=  Grid speed in the physical domain 
U — Contravariant velocity component normal to r/ =  constant line
V  =  Contravariant velocity component normal to £ =  constant line
f j  _  u y „ - v x „  y  _  v x i - u y e
a  = x 2 + y 2, /3 = x^xv +  y^yv 7 = a:| + J  =
X£,x^, i/e, y„ are scale factors
Collecting all the term s represented a t the previous tim e level n, results in the 
following:
Continuity:
(3.70)
where,
(3.72)
(3.73)
(3.74)
*
1 7 3 *  -  ,+7 3 *  -  7 3 *  +  ,+7 3 * ] ?+7 ( s / i 3 )
( w e )  +  Ii+7* -  ' S 2 *]*+'« ( i / i o )  +  *+7 u o )  =  ^ ( / l f )
uiniuamo]/^ - U
( o s e )  ^ A t ’ + AM z + ini-f' ( ; / , f , )fi1 =  "J
(nJ + j / 2 tiW  _  f‘4- 
+ufJ0B
(svz) =  r^ wo)f‘i+ j r
' u*>96
=  ‘^ n o )  
(•i t / i - 1+>  +  f1 +Jy?rf+uV ) /+
Tt+Ju((unA  + t t n ) bM  ~  (UxA  +  t x / i n * ) )  ~  r ~l+u[u^ i  -  % * £ ] +
C‘ % + 1
[ i - f  .+>* _  _  1+ f 1+J2  +  I+P}*] ' t *
r * 3 f/(« -  T)«
f' j+tuC
( i r e )  f t*  -  ■P|+J*]7T+, , . .
■ r ip {e  ~  \ ) B
f^+f([h(i,a.yl +  >xfl)(*b + a )  + HUxa  + ?xn){9  + n)]Ufi-  
[u(UfiA  + + a )  + HUfiA  + >&n)W + n)\Ux) -  = -Hi,no)
‘ajaijM
['-73* -  73* - I+73*  + 73*]?'’+2(e/70)
Ore) + [,3* - 7 3 * f H«(MD) + f' i^(no) = !‘UHnr)
um iuauioj^  - ^
(ez'g) =  p^ z d )
r \ 0
IQ
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where,
(CV')?J+j = -  (*e[(£/ + ( i K U v t  + Vy,)( +  (V + v,){Uy( + V y ^ }
-V A W  +  (M U x,  + Vx„)( + (K  +  „)(£/*( + Vi,),])?„.+1
(3 .8 2 )7nJ . * , 1 
*1.7+J
+  4 j n  1 [zt"+l,j+l +  Zi + l , j  ^ " - lj+ l 4 - t , j ]
*»J H“ 2
+ [ r » %  -  -  ((!,,),(£/»« +  Vx„) -  {xMUv< + Vy,))li+i
(C V )"  L
<W >"*S =  T T T 7 1
4 . 1
(3'S3)*?J,+ 2
^ 7 ," i+ L
( ^ + 1  - j y - . - d f f . )*tJT 2
^ n + 11 . =  (C U )n , . +  (CT/l)" I  -  - n + 1
■ j , J  v 2 iJ '  1 2 ’
+  *r-Vj+i -  * & i  -  *r_+i - i ]
(3.84)
r v =  [g (^ / 3n )V 7 ^ 2 +  +  <*VX  -+ i (3.85)
Similar expressions for (U J ) n+[ . and (V J )nt ' i  are w ritten asI** j *tJT 2
=  (C U ) U „  +  W  -  * "-+i ! i l  +  (3.86)
=  ( C V ) l j _ i +  -  i t f .1,] +  (3.87)
( c v ^ - j k W j  +  -  * K ‘. > - > 1
Substitu ting equations (3.77), (3.82), (3.87) and (3.88) into equation (3.71) results 
in a  system of linear equations in z. This linear system of equations is diagonally
*
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dom inant and is solved using a  successive over relaxation m ethod. Once the z 
values are obtained at all the grid points the  velocities are obtained explicitly from 
equations (3.77) and (3.82).
3.4.1 Discretization of metric components
The m etric coefficients x^, x n, y^, a,  /?, 7  and J in equations (3.68) to  (3.70) 
also need to be discretized. All the above coefficients are taken a t tim e level n i.e., 
they are discretized explicitly. The proper discretization of m etric coefficients is 
very im portant as it might otherwise lead to the introduction of spurious sources 
into the model. As shown in Fig. (3.9), the x and y coordinates are given a t nodal 
points (i + j  +  | )  etc. The values of x and y at other coordinates is then obtained 
by simple two point or four point averaging. For exam ple 
1
x,;i,j ~  +  Xi+2 <i~ 2 ^ ' + £ . . > + 5  (3.88)
Xi - \ j  = + (3,89)
xi,j-k = (3,9°)
Sim ilar values of y a t above locations can be obtained by replacing x with y in the 
above equation. Once the x and y coordinates are obtained a t all the points using 
equations (3.88) to (3.90), the m etric term s are obtained as follows.
(3 ‘9 1 )
=  {%i,j ~  iCij-l) (3.92)
=  (x i+hj ~ x i - u )  (3-93)
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M i J  =  K j + |  -  * , \ j - i )  (3-94)
(**"€)t — =  (XbJ ~  x i - i , j )  (3.95)
(Xv)i-±,j =  (Xi - j , j + j  ~  (3.96)
The values of y^ and are obtained by replacing x with y in the above equations.
Once the values of x n, y  ^ and yn are obtained a t all points, the o ther m etric
coefficients a ,  /?, 7  and J are obtained as follows :
Q =  x l  +  V% (3-97)
=  ( ^ n J i j - i  +  (Vv)i,j-1 (3.98)
a i,j =  M h  +  ( 3 -9 9 )
=  (3 . 1 0 0 )
(3 =  +  yt yv (3.101)
0 i j - 1 =  ( ^ ) ltJ_ i ( ^ ) t)j_ i  +  ( ^ ) fij_ i ( ^ ) itj_ i  (3.102)
A'.j =  (x t)i , j(x r/)i-,j +  (y()i,j(yr/)ij (3.103)
f t - L j  =  ( x c h - L j M i - i j  +  ( i / d - i j M i - i j  (3.104)
7  =  x |  +  y |  (3.105)
7 M -i =  ( ^ ) L - i  +  ( ^ ) L - i  (3-106)
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1U =  (*€&  +  ( v t ) h  (3.107)
7 i - i j  =  (*«)?_! j  +  ( f c t f - i j  (3-108)
The Jacobian J is given by
J  = ^ y v - x vy( (3.109)
=  (Xz)i,j-%{yr))i,j-L — [Xf (3.110)
Ji,j = , J ( Z/r;) t Tj — (®»l)i,j{yt)i,j (3.111)
~  (Xt)i-%,j(yv)i-L,j ~  {Xv)i-Ltj(yt)i~L,j (3.112)
It should be noted th a t all the above m etric coefficients are calculated a t the 
previous tim e level n.
3.4.2 Discretization of boundary condition
The grid is generated such tha t a t closed boundaries velocities are prescribed 
and a t open boundaries w ater level elevations are prescribed a t inflow and a  radia­
tion condition is prescribed a t the outflow boundary. This then results in four types 
of boundary condition.
3.4.2.1 Closed boundary represented by a solid wall
If the closed boundary is a  solid wall, the normal velocity to the boundary is 
set equal to  zero. For an eastern and a western boundary, this leads to  the condition 
U J  =  0, and for a northern and a  southern boundary V  J  =  0.
<
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3.4.2.2 Open inflow boundary
At an inflow boundary, the water level elevation is prescribed as a  function of 
tim e, z =  f(t) a t an inflow boundary.
3.4.2.3 Open outflow boundary
At an outflow boundary, a radiation boundary condition is used. This allows 
the  long waves to pass through the boundary w ithout reflections. For an eastern 
boundary this condition is given by
U J  = ~ \ I h {x ‘ + (3-U3)
and for a western boundary
u j  = s j  j j W + » ;>  (3-11-1)
For a northern boundary
V J  =  +  y?) (3.115)
and for a  southern boundary
V J  = - \ / j j ( 4  + y V  (3 .n 6 )
3.4.2.4 Closed moving boundary
The moving boundary condition for a closed boundary is given by H  =  0 
(to tal w ater depth is zero), and the covariant velocities u and v are equal to  the 
grid speeds x t and j/(. The contravariant velocities UJ and VJ are equal to — J£ t 
and — Jrjt respectively. This results in a boundary condition of the form
Zt = { J t ^  + ( J n £ ! h  (3 J1 7 )
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W k  =  <3-119>
At eastern and western boundaries the  above equation is discretized as follows. 
As m entioned previously a t closed eastern and western boundaries only the normal 
velocity UJ is present. The water level elevation a t the  boundary is then obtained 
by a linear extrapolation from the next two interior w ater level elevation points. In 
order to illustrate this let us assume tha t the eastern boundary in Fig. (3.9) is the 
moving boundary. The water level elevation at a  UJ location (* — | ,  j )  is obtained 
by
=  ( 3 U 8 )
It is also assumed tha t (Jrjt ) a t (* — | , j )  is zero. This then results in the following 
formulation for (J£t) a t the grid point (i — | , j )  .
(3 -J jk  -
Once the values of («/£j)n+l along all the moving boundaries are known, the physical 
grid speeds ( x t, y t) are obtained by
=  W +' ( 3 . W 0 )
The value of j/ " + 1  on a  eastern boundary is obtained by a  zeroth order extrapolation 
of the covariant velocity v from the interior of the domain. For exam ple,
< » « & = + » » ! , > . « ) .  (3.121)
The values of (.i’ ( ) n + 3 are obtained from equation (3.120). An analogous pro-
* - 2 .j
cedure is used for the other moving boundaries. Once the grid speeds .r5l + 1  and 
7 / " + 1  are determ ined at all the moving boundaries, the values of x and y a t the  new 
tim e level n + 1  are determ ined by
x n+l = x n + (Xt)n+l A  t (3.122)
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yn+l = y n +  (yt)«+lA f (3>123j
where A t  is the tim e step. Using the new boundary values of x and y the  elliptic
grid generator is used to regenerate a  new grid. The interior values of x and y 
obtained from the  new grid are used to calculate the interior grid speeds x f+1, 
by first order backward tim e differencing of the grid points.
(.rOn+1 =  A t  (3.124)
1 _ 7fn
(!/<)n+1 =  A t  (3.125)
Once (.T()n+I and (j/t) ” + 1  are known a t all the interior points, the  values of 
( J £ t ) n + l  and ( J ^ t ) " + 1  can be calculated using
( J S t ) n+1 = (!/t)n+l(x,)«+1 -  (®()n+1( ^ ) n+I (3-126)
( j Vtr +i = ( * , r + i(y4)n+i -  (ytr + i( ^ r +1 (3 . 1 2 7 )
3.5 Stability analysis
The stability analysis of the finite difference m ethod described in the previous 
sections is carried out using the Von Neumann m ethod under the assum ption tha t 
the differential equations are linear and are defined on an infinite spatial domain, 
or with periodic boundary conditions on a  finite domain. The above assum ption 
is necessary as stability  theories for non linear equations with arb itrary  initial and 
boundary conditions are yet to  be developed. To this end, the difference equations 
(3.68) to (3.70) are linearized. The continuity equation is linearized by assuming 
the  to tal water depth H is a  constant. The m om entum  equations are linearized
*
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by assuming the grid speed and advection term s are equal to zero.
difference equations are w ritten as
Continuity
IT  A  J
* # '  - < J  + - j r - W J ) - : } , !  -
t l \ 4
+ ^ p r O [ ( V J ) ^  -  ( v j ) % l k]
H£ Lv - o m u j ) t < . y - w j ) i i jJV
IT1-
£ - M om entum
I /A i
/-------------  K j . !
+ r„ A t)  -  ( J U ) ^ _ .  + - Z v — e i z f f l j  -  z%']
«+jj
# x l  -Att+ 3 'j ar-n+l , n+1 _  n+1 _  n+1 1
4 J „  ^ t . j + l  T  Zt+l,j+l 2 i , j - l  2 i + l , j ~ l l
' + kJ
get1} \ -At
+ ' jV "  ( i  -  « ) i * u  -  * ]
U  . 1 .«+£j
»+?.j
4 J"  , ■
* +  2 .J
■(i ^)[zi!i+ 1 +  2 r+i,j+i zr+ ij- i]  -  °
11 - M omentum
( J V ) r «  j ( ^ i  +  r„A<) -  ( J V ) i i+i
S T ^ i A l
+  In WlZ>,j+l 2>,j j
i,j+ 5
g p 1} - , i A t ''J+ 2  /if..n+1 . n+1 _  n+1 _  n+1 l
^ J n  I i + l.j+1 «+ l ,j Z i - i J + l  Zi - l , j J
* 'd + J
57u-
+  ‘t f 7  ( 1  -  * K i + i  -  zfj)
i.j+5
# . U A(
4  in 5 (1 — ^)[2t"+l,j+l +  *r+U  — 2”-1,1 + 1 — zi"-l,i] =  ®
The linearized
(3.128)
(3.129)
(3.130)
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The above equations are the linearized continuity and m om entum  equations. Now, 
by changing the  variables UJ, VJ and z with U = UJy/1  +  TuAt  and 
V  =  V J \ J  1 +  r vAt respectively, and variable Equations (3.129) to
(3.131) become 
Continuity
m '  -  -  {D)‘V  (3-131)
H A t  ^  -  ( ( / ) £ . ]
* J " \ / l  ■+■ r„A f
H A t VgTl
Jn. y/ l  +  TuA i
H A t y / i f i
/"• y/l  +  r„ A i (1 -  9) [ ( ^ J+s -  « % - + ]  = 0
£ - M om entum
( & > $ „ • - (P)?+ i j  (3132)
r«[^St -  ']
» [ z & \  +  z?+V ,+, -  2 V-< -  2 S t - , ]
( 1  -  *)[Z?.j+. +  ZT+.J+, -  Z"y_, -  Z?+I,j- , 1 =  o
-K V ijA f V g f l
J r+i j \ / l  +  r uA i
s /gH
4.7" , .•+2 'J \ / l  +  TuAi
9<*”+l .• A /i ' 2 ^ v W
1 Jn «+j,j v^i -+■ r uAf
jr/3" , .A*
3 ^i+7.J V v t l
4 J"  j. . %/i  +  r uAt
j] - M om entum
(3-133)
. n " +^ i A( v ^ r «[Zy+, -  z y 1]
j /|[-7n-H i v-i+' 7 »+l t-i+I l
' 4 J "  , Vi +  r ,A <  lZi* '3 + '+  z <+>3 -  /!- ' 3 + '  “  4 - y
*
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+  J ^ + t x /T T T ^ 1  <’il^ - '  *•-'•
W j + i *  V 5 H  .» „  »„ 2
4j n  j ^ / i -|- r ^ A r  "~ ^  >+l-j+l +  *+i *j “  “  u
In order to  perform the stability analysis of the  system of equations (3.132) 
to  (3.134) with the Von Neumann m ethod, a  Fourier mode is introduced for each 
field variable U , V  and Z  and stability analysis is carried out on the  corresponding 
am plitude functions. Specifically U , V  and Z  are w ritten as
( f / ) ^ .  =  A "i/e4 ( '+ ^ ) ^ l  (3.1.34)
(( /)”j+ ^ =  (3.135)
{ Z t f j  = A " Z e W + M  (3.136)
where , A "f/,A nV and An2  are am plitude functions of U , V  and Z  at tim e level 
n, t =  y /—l , and (j> and i/> are the £ and g direction phase angles.
Substitu ting equations (3.134) to (3.136) into equations (3.132) to  (3.134) we
get
i(A- t)+ai ^ X i(M+(i- m ( 3 - m >
A ty/g7/V 2isin  £ 
J " j V / 1 +  r„A  t
(A0 +  ( 1 - 0 ) )  =  O
A t  a™ i \ / g H Z 2 i  sin ^ 
f l ( A _ 1) +  - ^ i M  + ( , - , ) )  (3 ,3 8 )
A t 0 ”+ l j y /gHZ2icos  & sin if)
.(Afl +  (1 -  0)) =  0
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. i \ZgHZ2i  sin %
^ ( A - 1>+  J v V i  +  r .A i  (A<, +  ‘ 1 - fl»  <3-139>*iJt 2
Aii3" i \ / g H Z 2 t  cos ^  sin ^
2 -(A« + ( l - # ) )  =  0
Jjv + J^ T T ^ «
Equations (3.138) to (3.140) can be w ritten
Z { A -  1) +  r U { \ 6  +  (1 -  0)) +  sV (A 0  +  (1 -  0)) = 0 (3.140)
U{A — 1) +  Z(A0 +  (1 -  0))(pl  +  p2) = 0 (3.141)
V(A -  1) +  Z(A0  +  (1 -  0))(ql + q2) = 0 (3.142)
where,
Ata?+y y / g H Z 2 t 3 m $
pl = — f £ y r + T 7 S -
Atf3?+ L .\ f g H Z 2 t  cos ^ sin
P2  =
ql =
q2 =
r =
s =
j" , i  , \ j i  +  r uAt
*T 2 ^
A t ^ . +L\ / g H Z 2 t sin ^ 
Ai/3"j+ i  v/f/-//Z2 t cos ^  sin <j>
4 + J V i  +  r„A«
A t \ /g J lU 2 i  sin |
./"jv / 1  +  I'nAf
A tV f l^ ^ 2 i s i n f  
J ^ v / 1  +  r„ A t
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For purposes of analysis, equations (3.140) to (3.142) are w ritten in m atrix  form
A X  = 0
where,
/
A — 1 0 i ( A 0 + l - 0 ) ( p l + p 2 )
0 A — 1 i{AO + l - 0 ) { q \  + q2)
*r(A0 +  l - 0 )  t s (A0 +  l - 0 )  A - l
A  =
\
/
and,
X  =  [ t / f /z ]7.
The Neumann necessary and sufficient condition for stability  states th a t the  m ag­
nification factor A satisfy the inequality
max |Aj,2 ,3 | <  1
where A 1 ,2 , 3  are the roots of the equations
det A  = 0
(3.143)
(3.144)
(3.145)
Solution of equation (3.144) yields the roots
, t TOW -  1) + ly /T  A T0(0 -  I) -  ly/’f
> -  2 -  i  +  0 2 T  3 -  l +  0 2 - f
where,
T  =  r (p l +  p2) +  s (9 l +  q2)
Applying equation (3.143) to the three roots yields
(Y0(0 — I ) ) 2  +  T  <  (1 +  02 T ) 2 (3.146)
T he inequality in equation (3.146) is satisfied if 0 > - . The satisfaction of equation 
(3.146) thus depends only on the implicitization coefficient 0 and not on T , which 
represents the flow properties. Thus, the m ethod is unconditionally stable for all 
values of 0 in the range |  <  0 <  1 .
3.6 Solution algorithm
A broad outline of the steps involved in the m athem atical model is given below:
1) An initial grid of the physical is generated using the elliptic grid generator.
2) All flow variables are initialized to  zero.
3) The boundary conditions are prescribed at open boundaries.
4) The finite difference equations are solved and the flow variables are updated at 
the new tim e level. This calculation is implicit.
5) T he moving boundary locations are calculated explicitly using the updated flow 
variables.
6 ) W ith the new boundary locations the grid generator is used to generate a  new 
grid, and hence obtain the new x and y coordinate values in the interior of the 
domain.
7) T he grid speeds are calculated next using a backward tim e differencing using the 
recently calculated grid locations and the grid locations at the previous tim e level. 
These grid speeds are grid speeds in the physical domain.
8 ) Once the grid speeds are known, the contravariant grid speeds and rjt in the 
com putational domain are calculated. These contravariant grid speeds appear in the 
advective term s in the m om entum  equation and as a source term  in the continuity 
equation.
9) T he tim e step is increased by one and steps 3 to  7 are repeated until the total 
sim ulation tim e is reached.
C hapter 4
M od el T esting
In this section some simple tests are performed on the numerical model devel­
oped in the previous chapter. The numerical model is also com pared with some well 
known analytical solutions. The first test performed on the model is the  ‘no flow 
te s t’. In this test all the initial and boundary conditions are set equal to  zero, and 
the model is run for about a  week of model time. If the  finite difference equations 
are represented correctly then all the variables in the model should not change from 
the initial s ta te  i.e. all model independent variables should remain equal to zero. 
T he test although very simple gives a  lot of information about the model behavior 
and is a very useful debugging tool. If the model is properly form ulated, there 
should be no spurious sources or sinks. The model performed well in the ‘no flow 
te s t’ and the independent variables remained a t their initial sta te  even after 14 days 
of sim ulation time.
4.1 Comparison w ith an analytical solution w ith friction  
effect for a rectangular basin
The model developed, though valid for a  general curvilinear dom ain is equally 
applicable to rectangular domain. W ith this in m ind, the model is compared with an 
analytical solution to the two dimensional shallow water equations in a  rectangular 
domain. W ith coriolis and advective term s deleted, the  shallow w ater equation in
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a rectangular domain are w ritten as
(u)t + g (z )x + ~  = 0 (4.1)
j ' h
(v) t + g(z )y +  —  =  0 (4.2)
{z)t +  {uh)z +  (vh )y = 0 (4.3)
where p is the  density of water. Assume the water depth h is constant and the
bottom  friction can be calculated by linear friction formulae.
T bx = p F u  (4.4)
T by = PF v  (4.5)
n  9\jV-max "b ^mai ,,
F  =   Qi   (4-6)
where u max and vmax are the maximum u and v  velocities, and C  is the Chezy 
coefficient. Given these, equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) can be w ritten as
u t +  gzx + F u  =  0 (4.7)
vt + gzy + F v  =  0 (4.8)
z t +  (uh)x +  (vh)y = 0 (4.9)
The boundary conditions prescribed are
^(O , y , t )  = z(t)  (4.10)
tx(/ ,y, /) =  0 (4.11)
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u(ar,0,Z) =  0 (4.12)
u ( x , M )  =  0 (4.13)
where z(t) is the w ater level elevation as a function of tim e a t the m outh of the
domain. Subject to the above boundary conditions Rahman(1982) proposed an
analytical solution to equations (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) as follows.
z  =  Re  (j4 o(  c o s  (kx)  +  tan (k l ) s in (kx)exp(—t u t ) (4.14)
OQ
+ ^ 2 [ A ncosKin(b -  y){cos(K2nx)
n=1
4* t a n K 2nlsin(K2n&)]ezp{~~ twt))
u =  Re( ——- — A 0k ( —sin(kx)  +  tan(klcos(kx)exp(—iu>t) (4.15)
/' — ILO
— a 00
j^ ( A nA'2 nCos[A'in ( 6  -  j/)] -
F ~ t u  n=l
(sm(A'2„j:) -f tan(K2nl)sin(K2nE)}e2p{~
OO
v  = R e( y ^ - Y t [A ^ n S i n ( K in(b -  y))  (4.16)
n=l
( c o s ( K 2 „ x )  +  t a n ( K 2n l ) s i n { K 2n x ) ] e x p ( ~ - a > j t ) )
where b and I are the width and length of the channel respectively, g is the  acceler­
ation due to gravity, t  =  \ /  — 1, and w =  ^r, where T  is the tim e period of the wave
and
A'i„ =  ™  (4.17)
* » - £ < l  +  i F~ )  (4.18)
+ ( 4 ' 1 9 )
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The coefficients Ao, •••> A n can be obtained by using the  condition
^(0, y, t) =  2r(f)exp(—tut )  (4.20)
at x=  0. They are given as
A q =  t  zdy  (4.21)
Jo
A n = f  zcosK ln{b -  y)dy  (4.22)
Jo
closed boundary
closed boundary
closed boundary 
  10000 m —
Figure 4.1: Rectangular basin closed at three ends
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of analytical and numerical solutions for water level eleva­
tions a t a point 2500 m from the open boundary
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of analytical and numerical solutions for water level eleva­
tions a t a point 5000 m from the open boundary
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of analytical and numerical solutions for w ater level eleva­
tions at a point 7500 m from the open boundary
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of analytical and numerical solutions for u - velocity a t a 
point 2500 m from the open boundary
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of analytical and numerical solutions for u - velocity a t a 
point 5000 m from the open boundary
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of analytical and numerical solutions for u - velocity a t a 
point 7500 m from the open boundary
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To compare the numerical solution with the analytical solution, a rectangular 
basin, closed a t three ends (Fig. (4.1)) is used. The basin is 10,000 m long 5000m 
wide and is closed a t y =  0, y =  5000m and x =  1 0 ,0 0 0 m. A sinusoidal tidal 
elevation with a  constant am plitude of 50 cm is prescribed a t x =0, which results
in no flow in the y-direction, i.e. v =  0, and zero values for coefficients  A n.
The period of the forcing tide is 12 hrs. The M anning coefficient is 0.02 and the 
m axim um  velocity is 50 cm /sec. Thus the analytical solution to the  tidal responses 
inside the basin can be obtained from equations (4.15) and (4.16). W ith a tim e 
step of 300sec the numerical solution is obtained.
The comparison between numerical and analytical solutions for water level 
elevations a t three locations is shown Figures (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4). Figures (4.5), 
(4.6) and (4.7) show the variation of u velocities a t three points in the basin. The
numerical results are almost identical to the analytical solutions indicating th a t the
numerical solutions are valid.
4.2 Comparison w ith an analytical solution in a parabolic 
basin
The numerical model is com pared with an analytical solution for the oscillation 
of a  body of w ater in a parabolic basin. These analytical solutions were presented 
by Thacker(1981). The motion of water in shallow basins is governed by the shallow 
w ater wave equations,
u t +  ^(u)^ +  v (u)y -  f v  + g(z )x =  0 (4.23)
v t +  u(u)x +  v(v)y +  f u  +  g{z)y =  0 (4.24)
r
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z t +  (uH )x + {vH)y =  0 (4.25)
where u and v are velocities corresponding to the orthogonal directions x and y 
, z is the water level elevation, H is the total w ater depth (H =  h+ z) and h is 
the local w ater depth, f is the coriolis param eter and g is the acceleration due to
gravity. The instantaneous shoreline is determ ined by the condition H =  0. It
follows from equation (4.25) th a t the volume of water within the region for which 
the to ta l depth H is positive remains constant in tim e as the shoreline moves about. 
The undisturbed water depth in the basin is assumed to be given by
h = M l  -  ^  -  p  (4-26)
The above equation represents a circular basin of radius L with an undisturbed water 
depth  ho a t the  center. The assum ption of uniform flow results in the  condition 
ux = uy = vx = vy = 0, and the following dispersion relationship is obtained.
(*a _  M l f  -  / V  =  0 (4.27)
This then results in two basic solutions:
u =  —d\u)i sinu?i< (4.28)
v = — d\u)\ coscjjt (4.29)
_  2^ ° (^ C 0 S0 J|t  -  ~  sinu>if -  (4.30)
= k  + [?  + ^ 1,,S (4’31)
and
u  — — d\U)2 sinu^f (4 .32)
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v  =  — diu>2 cos u>2 f (4.33)
2d\ h0 x y . di
(— c o s f a t )  -  — s in (u 2t) ~  ttf) (4-34)
^  = - J  +  [ 7  + ^ ] ' /J (4.35)
where, the constant d\ determ ines the am plitude of the motion. For equations4.28 
to 4.31, the shoreline consists of points(x,y) satisfying
(x  — d\ cosu?it)2 +  (y +  d i s in u i t ) 2 =  L 2 (4.36)
and for equations (4.32) to (4.35)
(x — d\ cosu?2t)2 +  (y +  diainufyt)2 =  L 2 (4-37)
In both  cases the moving shoreline is a circle in the (x,y) plane, and the motion is 
such th a t the center of the circle orbits around the center of the basin. The above 
problem is an initial value problem.
T he numerical im plem entation consists of providing initial conditions for u, v, 
z, x, and y a t tim e t  =  0. A basin of radius 100 Km is chosen and the value of the 
constant d\ is taken as 5000 m. The grid in physical space is shown in Fig. (4.8) 
and the  corresponding com putational domain is shown in Fig. (4.9). Since there 
are no frictional effects the basin oscillates indefinitely. The initial conditions are 
provided by equations (4.28) to (4.31).
Figure 4.8: Grid in physical domain for the circular basin
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Figure 4.9: The com putational domain for the circular basin
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Figure 4,10: Comparison of analytical and numerical solutions for w ater level ele­
vations a t grid point (10,10)
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of analytical and numerical solutions for water level ele­
vations a t grid point (15,15)
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of analytical and numerical solutions for water level ele­
vations a t grid point (18,18)
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of movement of the X-coordinate of grid point (1,10) 
located on the  western boundary
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of movement of the Y-coordinate of grid point (1,10) 
located on the  western boundary
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Figure 4.15; Comparison of movement of the X-coordinate of grid point (21,10) 
located on the western boundary
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located on the western boundary
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Once the initial conditions are provided, the numerical model is solved on a 
grid system shown in Fig. (4.8). Figures (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12) show the water 
level elevations a t three grid points (10,10), (15,15) and (18,18). The numerically 
predicted values agree very closely with analytical solutions. Figures (4.13) to (4.16) 
show the  comparison between numerically predicted and analytical solution for the 
X and Y coordinate locations a t grid points (1,10) and (21,10) at the western and 
eastern boundaries respectively.
<
C hapter 5
A pplications
The numerical model is applied to model tide induced circulation in Lake 
Pontchartrain  and Bayou Chitigue. The two geometries are chosen so as to test 
the  models capability to model medium and very small scale water bodies.
5.1 Tide induced circulation in Lake Pontchartrain
Lake Pontchartrain is located north of and adjacent to New Orleans, Louisiana. 
T he two m ajor natural outlets of the lake are The Rigolets, approxim ately 13 km 
long and Chef M enteur Pass, approxim ately 10 km long, near the east end of the 
lake. Lake Pontchartrain is about 40 km wide a t its widest point and about 64 
km long. The tides in Lake Pontchartrain and the surrounding areas are prim arily 
diurnal w ith mean tide ranges of the order of 10 cm.
5.1.1 Data description
An intensive da ta  gathering effort was undertaken by the W aterways Exper­
im ent S tation of the U.S Army Corps of Engineers in 1979 for the purposes of 
devising a hurricane protection plan (Outlaw (1982)). A num ber of tide gauges 
were deployed in Lake Pontchartrain, the Rigolets and Chef M enteur Pass. The 
location of the gauges used in this study is shown in Fig. (5.1). A least squares 
fourier analysis was performed on the  tide da ta  in order to obtain the various tidal 
constituents. The different tidal constituents and their corresponding periods are
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Tidal C onstituent Symbol Period (Hours)
Principal lunar diurnal 01 25.82
Lunisolar diurnal K1 23.94
Principal solar diurnal P I 24.07
Larger lunar elliptic Q i 26.87
Smaller lunar elliptic M l 24.84
Small lunar elliptic J1 23.10
Principal lunar M2 12.42
Principal solar S2 12.00
Larger lunar elliptic N2 12.66
Lunar overtides M4, M6, M8 6.21, 4.14, 3.11
Table 5.2: Average constituent amp itude of tida eleva ,ions ( ’eet)
Tide Gage 01 K1 PI Q l M l J1 M2 S2 N2
R l 0.27 0.27 0.09 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.01
B4 0.35 0.38 0.10 0.07 0.02 0.00 0.07 0.04 0.02
P3 0.13 0.15 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00
P4 0.12 0.12 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P5 0.12 0.12 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
P2 0.13 0.14 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
P7 0.11 0.12 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
shown in Table (5.1). The am plitude of the tidal constituents and their correspond­
ing local epoch is shown in Tables (5.2) and (5.3). The w ater level elevations a t the 
above locations are obtained by using equation (5.1)
J
z (l ) =  A; cos (w.-f +  4>i) (5.1)
1 = 1
where A,- is the am plitude of the i th tidal constituent and </>; is the corresponding 
phase angle, u>; =  ^? and Tt- is the corresponding tim e period.
The tide gages labeled R l and B4 were used as boundary conditions a t the 
m ouths of The Rigolets and Chef M enteur Pass respectively. The gages P3, P4 and 
P5 were used for model verification.
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Table 5.J : Local epoch degrees) of each tidal constituent
Tide Gage 01 K1 P I Q l M l J1 M2 S2 N2
R l 48.4 18.2 4.2 344.2 162.7 23.1 126.3 86.7 135.5
B4 358.9 29.4 29.0 357.9 118.9 277.9 131.3 141.2 174.1
P3 63.0 91.3 61.3 23.8 90.7 13.6 202.9 231.5 203.7
P4 85.9 115.9 117.1 81.3 289.2 53.7 240.0 239.2 254.0
P5 90.9 112.7 93.5 82.2 278.3 189.7 262.7 265.1 290.4
P2 76.6 109.4 71.9 39.2 269.8 72.3 223.6 285.3 198.6
P7 86.8 124.5 152.0 80.6 275.3 309.3 248.4 230.6 233.2
P7
°P 3 10000 m
P2
P4
Lake
Pontchartrain
ligolets
P5
.Chef Menteur Pass 
B4
Figure 5.1: Map of Lake Pontchartrain showing tide gage locations
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Figure 5.2: Grid in physical domain for Lake Pontchartrain
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Figure 5.3: T he com putational dom ain for Lake Pontchartrain
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Figure 5.4: Input tidal elevations a t the m outh of The Rigolets
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Figure 5.5: Input tidal elevations at the m outh of Chef M enteur Pass
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5.1.2 Implementation details
The numerical model described in chapter 3 is applied to model tidal circula­
tions in Lake Pontchartrain. An initial grid was generated using the elliptic grid 
generator described in chapter 3. The initial grid in the physical dom ain is shown 
in Fig. (5.2a) and the corresponding com putational space is shown in Fig. (5,3). 
B athym etric inform ation was linearly interpolated from navigation charts on to  the 
model grid. An input w ater level elevation is prescribed a t the m ouths of The Rigo­
lets and Chef M enteur Pass. Initial conditions for velocity and water level elevation 
were assumed to be equal to zero. The model was then run for a period of 685 
hours in order to remove the influence of wrong initial conditions. T he model was 
then run for a period of 28 days, with a tim e step of 300 seconds, corresponding to 
courant numbers ranging from 2 to 10. A mannings coefficient of 0.024 was used. 
The moving boundary condition was applied only to the  lake and wall boundary 
conditions (zero flow) were applied everywhere else. This was done in order to re­
duce com putation time. The model was run on a W orkstation and took about 30 
m inutes of CPU time.
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Figure 5.6: Observed and predicted tidal elevations at location P2
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Figure 5.7: Observed and predicted tidal elevations at location P3
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Figure 5.8: Observed and predicted tidal elevations at location P4
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Figure 5.9: Observed and predicted tidal elevations at location P5
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Figure 5.10: Observed and predicted tidal elevations at location P7
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Figure 5.11: Influence of tim e step on water level elevation a t location P4
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Figure 5.12: Grid a t the end of 22.5 Hrs of simulation tim e
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Figure 5.13: Grid at the end o f 656 Hrs of sim ulation  tim e
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Figure 5.14: Boundary locations at the end of 0 Hrs, 22.5 Hrs and 656 Hrs of 
sim ulation tim e
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Figure 5.15: V elocity  vectors at the end o f 22.5 Hrs of sim ulation  tim e
Figure 5.16: Velocity vectors at the end of 180 Hrs of simulation tim e
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Figure 5.17: Velocity vectors a t the end of 656 Hrs of sim ulation tim e
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Figure 5.18: T idal ellipses a t four points traversing from north to  south at mid bay
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Figure 5.19: Movement of grid point (1,10) located on the western boundary as a 
function of tim e
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Figure 5.20: Movement of grid point (7,17) located on the northern boundary as a 
function of tim e
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Figure 5.21: Movement of grid point (7,1) located on the southern boundary as a 
function of tim e
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Figure 5.22: Effect of boundary slope on the movement of grid point (1,10) located 
on the western boundary as a function of tim e
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Figure 5.23: Effect of boundary slope on the movement of grid point (7,17) located 
on the northern boundary as a function of tim e
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Figure 5.24: Effect of boundary slope on the movement of grid point (7,1) located 
on the  southern boundary as a  function of tim e
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Figure 5.25: W ater depth as a function of tim e a t a  point located 100 m from grid 
point (1,10) on the western boundary
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Figure 5*26: W ater depth as a  function of tim e a t a  point located 200 m from grid 
point (1,10) on the western boundary
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Figure 5.27: W ater depth as a function of tim e a t a point located 400 m from grid 
point (1,10) on the western boundary
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5.1.3 Analysis of results
The input tidal elevations at the m ouths of The Rlgolets and Chef M enteur 
Pass are shown in figures (5.4) and (5.5). The comparison of observed and model 
calculated elevations for five locations inside the lake denoted by P2, P3, P4, P5 and 
P7 (see Fig. (5.17)), are shown in (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10), respectively. 
T he model predictions were in close agreement with observed data.
In order to study the effect of tim e step on model predictions, the model was 
run with tim e steps of 150, 300 and 600 seconds. All other param eters were held 
constant. The effect of tim e step on w ater level elevation a t location P4 is shown in 
Fig. (5.11). No noticeable error in am plitude or phase is observed, for tim e steps 
of 300 and 150 seconds, when compared with observed data. When the tim e step 
was increased to 600 seconds a  small error in am plitude and a phase error of 3.3 
hours is observed. This error is a ttribu ted  to numerical diffusion introduced by the 
first order upwind scheme used to  discretize the advection term s in the m om entum  
equation.
T he models capability of simulating continuously deforming boundaries is il­
lustrated  in figures (5.12), (5.13). Fig. (5.12) shows the grid a t the end of 22.5 
hours and Fig. (5.13) shows the grid at the end of 656 hours of sim ulation time. 
For clarity, the boundary locations a t three tim e levels (0 hours, 22.5 hours and 656 
hours) are shown in Fig. (5.14).
The depth averaged velocity vector plots at three tim e levels (22.5 hours, 180 
hours and 656 hours) are shown in figures (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17). These indicate 
th a t the velocities inside Lake Pontchartrain are very small and are of the order of 
5 cm /s. A similar observation was made by Outlaw (1982).
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T he tidal ellipses a t mid bay a t four points, traversing from north  to south are 
shown in Fig. (5.18).The tidal ellipses are oriented towards the northw est-southeast 
direction a t the  northern end of the lake. Traversing from north to south, the tidal 
ellipse moves in a counterclockwise direction and is oriented towards the southwest- 
northeast direction, a t the southern boundary.
T he movement of a  grid point located on the western, northern and southern 
boundaries is shown in figures (5,19) to (5.21). T he m aximum tidal expanse calcu­
lated by the model is about 2000 m. Such large tidal expanses can be a ttribu ted  
to the presence of very mild boundary slopes. Due to the unavailability of accurate 
topographic inform ation, a slope of about 0.001 was assumed. Since the bound­
ary movement is dependent on the boundary slope, the extent of flooding can be 
controlled varying the  boundary slope.
In order to study the effect of boundary slope on boundary movement two 
sim ulations were performed, by keeping all the input variables identical, except the 
boundary slope. The boundary slope was m ade steeper by raising the  w ater depths 
a t grid points adjacent to land. For the mild slope case, the water depth along the 
boundaries was assumed to be 0.3 m and for the  steep slope case a depth of 0.6 
m was chosen. The effect of boundary slope on boundary movement a t a western, 
northern and southern boundary point is shown in figures (5.22), (5.23) and (5.24). 
As seen from the figures, the boundary movement decreases for steeper slopes and 
is alm ost half of the distances obtained for the case of a mild slope.
Using the model, it is possible to obtain the tem poral history of flooding at 
a  point, located a t specified distances from the boundary. Figures (5.25), (5.26) 
and (5.27) show the tim e variation of w ater depth at points located 100 m, 200 m 
and 400 m from grid point (1,10) on the western boundary. Using this inform ation
t
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it is possible to calculate the inundation duration, which is defined as the to tal 
tim e a point located a t a distance from the boundary experiences flooding. The 
inundation duration for the above points was calculated to be 48.8%, 36.33% and 
19.68% for a  point located at a distance of 100 m, 200 m and 400 m of the western 
boundary. Such information may be useful for evaluating vegetation degradation 
due to  prolonged exposure to flooding.
5.2 Tide induced circulation in Bayou Chitigue
In order to dem onstrate the models capabilities of sim ulating flow patterns in 
very small physical systems, the model was applied to the Bayou Chitigue m arsh 
pond system. Bayou Chitigue is located in the salt marshes of coastal Louisiana 
in the Terrebonne basin. The vegetation is dom inated by Spartina altemiflora  The 
area is sediment poor due to its rem ote location to a sedim ent source and as a  result 
the marsh is deteriorating rapidly. The area is interlaced with numerous shallow 
canals and the marsh is humocky with considerable exposed mud within the  marsh. 
The substrate is dom inated by mineral sediment with very low bulk densities. A 
perm anent channel connects the pond to the bayou.
Field d a ta  were gathered for a period of six days from 12/10/90 to 12/16/90 
a t three locations. W ater level m easurem ents were m ade in the bayou and on 
the surface of the marsh. An instrum ent package consisting of an electrom agnetic 
current m eter and a pressure sensor were placed a t the m outh of the channel leading 
to  the pond. A m ap showing the location of the gages is shown in Fig. (5.28). The 
field d a ta  was then converted into engineering units and used w ithout resorting to 
any filtering.
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Figure 5.28: Map of Bayou Chitigue showing tide gage and current m eter locations
5.2.1 Implementation details
The numerical model described in chapter 3 is applied to model tidal circu­
lations in Bayou Chitigue. An initial grid was generated using the  elliptic grid 
generator described in chapter 3. The initial grid in the physical domain is shown 
in Fig. (5.29) and the corresponding com putational space is shown in Fig. (5.30). 
The first three days of field data  was used for model calibration and the  next three 
days for verification. Accurate bathym etric information was not available so rea­
sonable values of depth based on spot measurements were used. A depth of 1 m 
was assumed in the bayou and a depth of 0.3 m was assumed in the channel and 
the pond. A value of 0.001 was used for the marsh slope. W ater level prescribed 
a t the two ends of the Bayou is used as boundary condition. T he model results are 
com pared with the field da ta  a t locations G1 and G2. Initial conditions for velocity 
and water level elevation were assumed to be equal to zero.
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Figure 5.29: Grid in physical domain for Bayou Chitigue
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Figure 5.30: The com putational domain for Bayou Chitigue
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Figure 5.31: Input tidal elevations in the bayou (calibration)
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Figure 5.32: Comparison of predicted and observed u-velocity a t the m outh of the pond at location G l (calibration)
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Figure 5.33: Comparison of predicted and observed v-velocity at the m outh of the pond at location G l (calibration)
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Figure 5.34: Comparison o f predicted and observed water level elevations at th e  m outh  of the pond at location G l
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Figure 5.35: Comparison of predicted and observed water level elevations on the surface o f th e marsh at location G2
(calibration)
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5.2.1.1 Calibration
T he tidal elevations used as boundary conditions a t either end of the bayou are 
shown in Fig. (5.31). The model was calibrated by varying the value of mannings 
roughness coefficient, and the results com pared with field data . A m anning’s rough­
ness coefficient of 0.035 was found to be satisfactory for the pond and the  channels 
and a value of 0.2 for the marsh surface.
The model was run for a  period of 3 days, with a  tim e step  of 30 seconds, 
corresponding to courant numbers ranging from 20 to 40. The moving boundary 
condition was applied only to the m arsh pond and wall boundary conditions (zero 
flow) were applied everywhere else. This was done in order to reduce com putation 
time. The model was run on a W orkstation and took about 60 m inutes of CPU 
time.
T he comparison of observed and predicted u and v velocities a t location G l 
is shown in figures (5.32) and (5.33). As can be seen from the  figures the model 
predicted velocities are in reasonable agreem ent with the field data. A comparison 
of the  w ater levels a t location G l shown in Fig. (5.34) are also in good agreem ent. 
The moving boundary part of the model was calibrated by com paring observed 
w ater levels on the marsh surface a t location G2 with model predicted values as 
shown in Fig. (5.35).
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Figure 5.36: Input tidal elevations in the bayou (verification)
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Figure 5.37: Comparison of predicted and observed u-velocity at the m outh of the pond at location G l (verification)
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Figure 5.38: Comparison of predicted and observed v-velocity a t the m outh of the pond at location G l (verification)
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Figure 5.39: Comparison of predicted and observed water level elevations at th e m outh o f the pond at location G l
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Figure 5.40: Comparison of predicted and observed water level elevations on the surface o f the marsh at location G2
(verification)
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Figure 5.41: Grid a t the end of 74.0 hours of sim ulation tim e
5.2.1.2 Verification
T he model was run for a period of three days and com pared with the  leftover 
field data, w ithout changing the param eters obtained during calibration. The water 
levels used as boundary condition a t either ends of the bayou is shown in Fig. (5.36). 
The comparison between observed and predicted u and v velocities a t location G1 
is shown in figures (5.37) and (5.38). As can be seen from the figures the model 
predicted velocities continue to  be in reasonable agreement with the  field data. A 
comparison of the water levels a t location G l shown in Fig. (5.39) are also in good 
agreem ent. The observed water levels on the marsh surface a t location G2 compare 
well with model predicted values as shown in Fig. (5.40), thus verifying the validity 
of the moving boundary aspect of the model.
Figure 5.42: Grid a t the end of 96.0 hours of sim ulation tim e
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Figure 5.43: Marsh pond boundary locations a t the end of 74 and 96 hours of 
sim ulation tim e
Figure 5.44: Velocity vectors a t the end of 74 hours of sim ulation tim e
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Figure 5.45: V elocity vectors at the end of 96 hours of sim ulation  tim e
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5.2.2 Analysis of results
T he model predicted velocities were smooth compared to the observed data. It 
should be noted th a t no filtering was applied to  the field data, which has the high 
frequency component in it. The numerical model was able to  predict the broad 
structu re  of the signal and as expected the high frequency com ponents were not 
reproduced.
Figures (5,41) and (5.42) show the grid at the end of 74 hours and 96 hours of 
sim ulation time. For clarity, the boundary locations a t two tim e levels (74 hours and 
96 hours) are shown in Fig. (5.43). The smaller boundary is a t the  end of 74 hours 
and the larger boundary is a t the end of 96 hours of simulation time. The depth 
averaged velocity vectors a t 74 and 96 hours is shown in figures (5.44) and (5.45). 
The inundation duration calculated at location G2 was 89.8% for the observed da ta  
and 87.1% for the predicted data, during the calibration run. Corresponding values 
were 91.3% and 80.6% for the  verification run.
«r
C hapter 6
C onclusions
T he following conclusions can be drawn from the study.
1. It is possible to model physical systems of varying sizes from m edium  scale 
systems like Lake Pontchartrain to extremeley small scale systems such as the 
Bayou Chitigue channel pond system with m oderate expenditure of com pu­
tational time.
2. The boundary fitted coordinate method is especially attractive from the view 
point of modeling small systems as errors due to im proper application of 
boundary conditions is minimized.
3. The model is able to  tolerate large variations in boundary movement, w ithout 
resulting in instabilities.
4. The numerical scheme is stable and good phase resolution was obtained when 
com pared with analytical solutions. W hen applied to Bayou Chitigue there 
was a  phase error of about 1 hour. This is a ttribu ted  to lack of good bathy­
m etric inform ation. It is also possible to  reduce phase error by choosing a very 
small tim e step. The model was able to predict water levels on the m arsh quite 
well thus proving the validity of the moving boundary formulation.
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5. A lthough the model is unconditionally stable, very large tim e steps result in 
lack of good phase resolution. This is due in partly  to the  first order upwind 
formulation used to  discretize the advection term s in the m om entum  equation.
6. The model was able to predict the tidal signal inside Lake Pontchartrain  quite 
accurately.
7. The boundary movement is governed by the boundary slope, with large move­
ments associated with mild slopes.
8. A drawback of studying very small systems is th a t inaccuracies or unavail­
ability of good data  results in poor model performance.
6.1 Scope for future work
1. Explore the possibility of formulating higher order upwind schemes with low 
numerical diffusion.
2. Explore the possibility of using high resolution satellite imagery to obtain 
land water interfaces as a function of tim e, and hence use it to calibrate the 
model.
3. The solution algorithm  for solving the linear systems of equations, arising 
from the  semi implicit formulation are currently solved using a successive over 
relaxation method. The model can be made more efficient by using m ultigrid 
m ethods to solve the linear system.
4. Explore the possibility of extending the model to  three dimensions.
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